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FROM THE EDITOR

I

remember gasping for breath as I climbed three levels of
stairs to meet Wu Chun two years ago at his conference
room. After the interview, he graciously offered me a three

month gym pass to Fitness Zone. He obviously noted that I
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needed help in my fitness level.
A lot has happened in the last two years in both my personal
and business life. The growth in these areas has come at a
price; especially in terms of the additional workload and the
heightened level of stress and pressure.
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I had to learn to cope with the change quickly to stay on top
of the game and that meant maintaining a sharp focus and
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keeping myself fit to face the challenges ahead.
I cannot imagine how I would have coped with all of this, had
it not been for the decision to make the change in my lifestyle
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that day at Fitness Zone. Since then I have been doing morning
exercises almost daily, going to the gym, jogging around my
neighbourhood or hiking at Tasek Lama.
Working out not only gives me the energy to look ahead, it also
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helped me to feel more confident.

has helped to improve my self-image and psychologically, it has

During this journey, I realised that by first taking care of myself,
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I was able to give more to my family and to the people around
me.
This issue is about Brunei’s rising fitness industry. In recent
years there has been an increase in the awareness of health
and fitness in Brunei. There are more sporting and recreational
facilities than ever before, just check out our comprehensive
fitness directory from page 76 to find a fitness centre close to
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But in spite of all this, sadly, diabetes, heart disease and
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obesity remain the top three causes of death in the country.
And all of these diseases can be easily prevented by adopting
a healthy diet and by doing regular exercise.
Many improvements have occurred in the past few years, but
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a lot more still needs to be done collectively to drive change
forward in this area.
We take this opportunity to recognise and honour the heroes in
the health and fitness industry for the important work that they
do. More importantly, we take this opportunity to challenge you
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to take the first step towards making the best decision of your
life – that is, to hit the treadmill!
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Quotes

BY AEWON

It is important to
be prepared to go the

Extra Mile
Run when you can,
Walk if you have to, but

Never Give Up!
- Danny Aimi
Brunei’s International Marathon Runner

and to know your Value
Paula Malai Ali, Presenter for Fox Sports Asia,
on the challenge of breaking into the
entertainment industry, as there is always
someone younger and smarter who is willing
to work harder for less.

When training for cycling
expeditions, one bit of
advice that has always
stuck with me is:
“to
There are very few professions you can embark on that

Make A Direct Difference
to Another Person’s Life.
Being in the fitness industry is definitely one of them.
- Wu Chun
Artist, Managing Director,
Fitness Zone

Drink before you
get thirsty and Eat

before you get hungry to
keep nutrition up and
body hydrated.”
- Pengiran Aki Ismasufian
Head, Corporate Strategic Initiatives,
Standard Chartered Bank
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Lee Kuan Yew

Views on
Leader ship

Aung San Suu Kyi

What are the characteristics of a good leader?
I believe that a good leader should possess a few common traits. As a
leader you must have a vision; for your country, for your company or for
your organisation. You must know what your end goal is. You must have
courage. Leadership means you have to make decisions that may not
please everyone. Go for it, explain it and debate it.
Let’s take a look at the Former Prime Minister of Singapore Lee Kuan
Yew. Singapore is probably the only country in the world that has gone
from third world to first world in one generation. This probably wouldn’t
have happened without his vision and his culture. His vision and his
courage as well as his ability to communicate it effectively made him a

As humans we are limited in knowledge and wisdom, we can be great
but far from perfect.
Yet another example is, Aung San Suu Kyi of Burma. She is not
yet number one in her country – she has a clear vision built around
democracy. And has the courage to stand by that vision.
How important is charisma as a leadership trait?
Charisma helps, but should not be overrated because there are
a lot of people making a powerful difference to the world who have
little charisma, and some terrible people in the world who have a lot
of charisma. Adolf Hitler, he had the whole nation entranced, but that
charisma was used for bad purposes. If leaders possess charisma they
tend to be more interesting to watch and listen to, but leadership is
much more than that. Leadership is the about the quality of the vision.

Steve Jobs

“

Leadership means
you have to make
decisions that
may not please
everyone. Go for
it, explain it and
debate it!

“

successful leader.

What kind of vision does a leader have - is it inclusive or exclusive,
does it create opportunities for ordinary people or not, is it elitist or
egalitarian?
Sometimes leaders preach openness but if you approach them with
a new idea you get shouted down. A well-known leader projected an

A lot of top CEO’s are very good at what they do but are not charismatic.
Steve Jobs was charismatic and a great innovator. I don’t know who
the leader of Samsung is -but this is a very innovative company, so they
must have a “change” leader there.

image that was very different from the person he was- in private he had
temper and was closed.
As such, we need to be discerning we need to look beyond the
razzmatazz.
It’s more interesting to look at business leaders because political leaders
are more challenging.

Dato Timothy Ong is the Executive Chairman of Asia Inc
Forum, a leading businessman in Brunei and a respected
thinker in Asia. Face to Face with Dato Timothy Ong is a
regular feature on business, leadership and life. Check
this space for more of his wisdom and experiences.
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HJ ROZAN YUNOS

NEW
Year
NEW Beginning
T

he new year of 2015 is upon us. Many will say how

The ‘New Year’ brings out the animal called ‘New Year

time has passed so quickly. It was just the new year

Resolutions’. New Year resolutions sound so easy when

of 2014 not that long ago. But 365 days have passed

you make them. But keeping them is the hardest part.

us by and it is now time to say welcome to the New Year and

Why? It is always the reality of reaching those goals. It

good bye to the old one.

is much harder than you imagine. One reason is that we
make them when we are at the end of the year and need

New Year means so many things to people around the

something to look forward to, to make up for what we may

world. Living in a multicultural society, in Brunei alone we

have thought of as an abysmal year.

celebrate the coming of the ‘new year’ several times a

Lumut Sand Phase 3
Spg 638-46-64, Kg Lumut, Jln Seria, Opp BLNG

Price includes:

• Sales & Purchase Agreement
• Water Tank & Pumps
• Kitchen Cabinets
• Water Heater for Toilet
• All Downlight Fittings
• and more...

Lumut Sand
Phase 3

year. The Muslims just celebrated their new year of 1436 a

But why is it so hard to keep these resolutions? Many

couple of months ago and will be celebrating the new hijrah

times we fail because of the targets which we set. We

year of 1437 towards the end of 2015. The Chinese will be

give up because some of the New Year resolutions do not

celebrating their new year at the end of January. And the

produce an overnight change – there’s a lack of results

Indians will be celebrating their Diwali in November 2015.

because there was a lack of planning. Making permanent
changes in life requires planning. We set unrealistic goals

Celebrating the New Year is a relatively new practice. In the

when they should be specific, measurable, achievable,

middle ages, even the church was against celebrating New

reasonable and trackable. Reality sucks, big time. It’s fun

Year’s calling it paganism. It was not until about 400 years

to imagine but so much harder to do. We do things in a big

ago that the beginning of the New Year was celebrated.

way - biting off more than you can chew.

If you study the history of the calendar, even celebrating

However, do not despair. If you fail on the 1st of January,

New Year on the 1st of January is a bit off. The Gregorian

there is always the Chinese New Year in February to renew

calendar we are using today was based on the old Roman

your New Year resolutions. Failing that you can use any

calendar and originally it only had 10 months - December

other ‘new year’ that you can find celebrated throughout

stands for the decimal 10 and the original months derived

the world as a starting time. The most important thing is

from Latin, hence September, 7th; October the 8th month

that, you should not give up! Happy New Year!

and November the 9th month. So New Year was on 1st
March!
However as the years went out of sync with the seasons;
the months of January and February were added. Even

Build up:

2,932
Sq feet

this did not keep up and additional leap months were
added from time to time to keep the calendar in sync with

Land Size:

0.083 acre to 0.127 acre

the four seasons. In the older days, the New Year was not
always celebrated on 1st January. Some celebrated it on
25th December (Christmas); some 25th March (Feast of
Annunciation); some on the first Friday of April (Easter);

Haji Rozan currently holds the post of Permanent
Secretary (Media and Cabinet) at the Prime
Minister’s Office. His busy schedule does not
deter his writing. He has the longest running
column at The Brunei Times and has written
more than 250 articles. He has also published
three books and has presented a number of

while others celebrated it on 1st March or on other days.

papers at international and local conferences

Similar to today’s multi culture and multi religion, the 1st of

and seminars.

January is not always the beginning of the New Year.
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HJH ZAINAB OMAR

How to

T

Boost

your

Effectiveness

he New Year is upon us. As we reflect on past years, we are

• Clueless: They lack meaning in their life, hence they normally tend to

either brimming with smiles because of all the successes

follow the masses. There is a clear lack of personal vision or mission to

that we have achieved or we have heavy hearts because

guide their lives hence they are not guided by their own values.

of all those missed targets for whatever reasons. I would like to
touch on one of the essential ingredients for being successful in

• Crisis driven: Always driven by the urgency of situations, unable to

our workplace, at study, at home and/or in our social life, namely,

focus on higher impact activities because they are engrossed in their

“Effectiveness”. Effectiveness is something that we personally

current or past circumstances (including other people).

can control. We can choose to be more effective in
the New Year or to continue on without making
any changes whatsoever which will only result
in the same outcome as last year. The basic
change model tells us that – if we continue

• Defensive: They don’t think for a “Win-Win” situation,
have low trust in their relationships with others
hence making them defensive most of the time.
They don’t have effective communication skills.

to see things the way they always are
and continue to do things in the same

• Poor Listener: They impose their own values

manner/behavior then we will always

upon others without making an attempt to

get the same outcome. In order to create
change, either we change the way we see

listen first in order to understand the situation,
hence this can lead to the wrong resolution.

things or the way we do things or both for
better impact. This will bring about a different
outcome. I strongly believe this should be part of

• Cloning: They try to imitate others – and normally
perceive differences as a threat to them.

our New Year resolution.
• Worn out: They get disoriented quickly, lose interest and
So how should we define “Effectiveness”? To
understand this I would rather look at the opposite
meaning of this word, so that we can be guided by it and

normally do not attempt to improve themselves which will
lead to falling behind their peers and losing any positive
advantage they may have.

not fall into the trap. Let’s us refer to the famous “7 Habits
of Highly Effective People, by Dr Stephen Covey” where the
topic of Personal Effectiveness is key to harnessing interrelationship in an inter-dependence manner.

Upon reflection of the seven “Ineffective behaviours” above, it
is my advice that we steer away from them and focus our efforts
on becoming more “Effective” in forging ahead with our 2015
resolutions. Let us be in control of our positive impact at work, at

Understanding anything that is not related to effectiveness can

home and in our study in order to contribute to our Nation’s capacity

increase our knowledge and hence our practice in our day to day

growth and development.

life with regards to being more effective. Dr. Covey states that
“Effective people are guided by their own missions and manage
their lives according to principles. Ineffective people follow

Hjh Zainab is the HR Manager in Brunei LNG and

others’ agendas and manage their lives around pressing matters

has been active in the Oil & Gas Industry for the past

that confront them.” Let us now review the list that is associated

30+ years. Significant business experiences gained

with “Ineffective People” (Dr Stephen Covey):

in a multi cultural environment in Brunei (BSP, Brunei

• Reactive: They are in “victim” mode most of the time (it is always

LNG), Oman, Qatar and Europe in the areas of HR
& Learning and Development. Passionate about
people development and uphold the mantra ‘don’t

other peoples fault and not theirs), don’t take responsibility for

let others tell you what you can’t do and show them

their own lives and don’t think they are in control of their lives.

what you can do”.
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Column
HEALTH AND FITNESS

Fitness

What is it and
what are its
benefits?

W

hat is physical fitness? What do we
mean when we describe someone
as being physically fit? You may be
surprised to learn that these questions don’t
have particularly straightforward answers.
Modern definitions incorporate the idea of
fitness being essential for performing and
enjoying daily activities, as a measure of the
body’s ability to function efficiently, to resist
hypo-kinetic diseases (diseases of a sedentary
lifestyle), and to meet emergency situations.

In other words, being fit is more than just
being able to lift heavy weights at the gym,
keeping up a 7-minute mile pace or being
able to touch your toes. These are only
single components of the multi-dimensional
concept of fitness.
So let’s dig a bit deeper, shall we? We can
break down this concept into five separate
elements.

1

Cardio-respiratory
endurance

• Also known as aerobic fitness
• How efficient the heart and lungs are at
delivering oxygen to the muscles during
exercise and how well our cells create ATP
(adenine tri-phosphate) as fuel for muscular
contraction.
• Exercises: activities that produce a
sustained moderate elevation of heart rate
e.g. running, swimming, cycling or crosstraining.

2

Muscular
strength

• The capability of muscles to exert strength
and lift weight.
• Exercises: weight training exercises e.g.
bench press, deadlifts, squats.

3

Muscular
endurance

• The ability of a muscle or group of
muscles to perform repeated actions
against resistance without fatiguing.
• Exercises: cardio-respiratory activities
with strength components e.g. running,
cycling or cross-training, or high repetition
weight training.

4

Flexibility

• The range of movement across a joint.
Increased flexibility can help to prevent
injuries.
• Exercises: activities that promote
stretching e.g. yoga, pilates, martial arts,
gymnastics, swimming.

5

Body
composition

• This relates to the relative amounts of fat,
lean muscle, and bone in the body. This
ratio can change while weight may remain
the same. Body composition directly relates
to overall fitness level.

The benefits of regular physical activity are
numerous and include:
• Lower blood pressure and cholesterol
• A lower risk of heart disease, diabetes and
several cancers
• Building stronger bones and reducing the
risk of developing osteoporosis
• Maintaining optimal weight
• Improved mental health
• Improved sleep.
Whether you’re a beginner to exercise
or an established fitness fanatic, try to
include as many of the five components i’ve
already described in your exercise regime.
Optimising each of these is essential to
improving your overall fitness and health.
Keeping fit and staying active is not just
a lifestyle option but also one of the best
investments in yourself that you will ever
make. I would encourage you all to make
the right choice.
In my next article, I shall tackle the topic of
obesity, a growing problem here in Brunei.
Dr John Friis is a Consultant in
Anaesthesia and Intensive Care
Medicine at RIPAS Hospital. He
served as a doctor at the London
2012 Olympics and Glasgow
2014

Commonwealth

Games

and has an interest in preoperative assessment of fitness
using cardio-pulmonary exercise
testing (CPEX).
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INTERVIEW

Dato Dr isham jaafar

Health Care with

compassion

An interview with Dato Dr Isham Jaafar
Executive Director & Medical Director, JPMC

JPMC is the first hospital in the country
to have been accredited by the Joint
Commission International (JCI), one of

He a lth and Wellnes s Sup p leme nt

the world’s most prestigious bodies in the
medical industry. The significant role that
JPMC plays contributing to Brunei’s health
industry must be acknowledged. We spoke
to the Dato Dr Isham Jaafar, who assumes
the roles of both the Executive Director
and the Medical Director- about JPMC’s
proud accomplishments, its functions and
its vision which is in line with the country’s
Wawasan 2035.
Tell us about JPMC’s role in helping to keep the people of
Brunei fit and healthy.
Our mission is to lead in excellent quality and compassionate care
whilst providing the best ethical healthcare practice for our patients.
JPMC is determined to provide for the health demands of the
community with a newer and more effective approach. Our efforts
go beyond the boundaries of what our team is actively involved in various health awareness initiatives, including providing free health
talks to various agencies and companies in the country as well as
through corporate social responsibility (CSR) programmes.
We understand that our patients deserve excellent care and should
be rewarded with facilities that offer comprehensive services which
meet their health needs. JPMC is backed by its highly qualified and
committed multi-disciplinary medical team that utilises the stateof-the art technology medical equipment.

22
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Image: Dato Dr Isham Jaafar & team at
JPMC’s Operating Theatre.
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Dato Dr isham jaafar

Our team does not just provide the appropriate care for

One of the most recent initiatives towards expanding

the patients but also play an integral part in the patients’

our services to promote medical tourism was our

recovery process. Our aim is to become a more accessible

participation at the BIMP-EAGA Tourism Trade Expo

health care provider and we are working towards

2014 held at the International Convention Centre (ICC)

achieving this goal.

in Brunei. We will also be planning various initiatives in
2015 with the relevant agencies to reach out and promote

Apart from delivering a well-equipped healthcare system,

medical tourism in the country.

JPMC is also known for its comprehensive and modern
gym facilities. We have a 25-metre lap pool, steam, sauna

What are some of the trends in health and fitness

and Jacuzzi room; and offer circuit training as well as

that we can learn from other countries?

tailored fitness programmes designed by our personal
fitness trainers. At present we have over 250 regular gym

In the future we hope to provide a more conducive

members and the number is increasing daily.

environment for our patients comfort. We have seen

Equipped with the world class medical facilities

the country that provide exceptional five-star hospitality

and practitioners, JPMC would be a natural option

and comfort for their patients throughout their stay in

for regional patients seeking medical support.

hospital. Various processes and work still need done

How is JPMC doing in terms of promoting medical

before we can realise JPMC’s true potential to lead as a

tourism in Brunei?

medical services provider in the country, but we believe

He a lth and Wellnes s Sup p leme nt

various top notch medical service providers outside of

we are definitely on the right track.
Alhamdulillah, JPMC has progressed significantly in
the last few years. Some improvements include the

What can we expect from JPMC in 2015?

establishment of new medical services; the recruitment
of more doctors and nurses in specialised fields and

JPMC is the first hospital in Brunei Darussalam to

also of allied health professionals. During these last few

be accredited by the Joint Commission International

years, we have also been privileged to be involved with

(JCI). This accreditation is the world’s most prestigious

the setting up of the Brunei Cancer Centre and the

bodies providing international accreditation services

Brunei Neuroscience, Stroke and Rehabilitation Centre.

to hospitals. This accreditation will ensure patients’

These facilities together with the already established

safety and rights are protected and various processes are

Gleneagles JPMC Cardiac centre, make our medical

done to ensure continuous quality improvement within

facilities comparable to any other medical facilities in

the hospital. JPMC continues to implement various

the developed world. And we must be thankful for Allah

initiatives to improve its services and provide the best in

SWT blessings and the generosity of our beloved ruler,

medical services in the country.

His Majesty Sultan Hj Hassanal Bolkiah Muizzaddin
Waddaulah, these health treatments are provided free to

There are a number of projects in the pipeline which will

all citizens. This shows that the welfare of the citizens is

help us to achieve our goal of leading in the healthcare

always in His Majesty’s heart. We are very fortunate and

industry in Brunei Darussalam. These projects include

we should appreciate this, as it is second to none in the

increasing our medical team by introducing more

world.

doctors and nurses in specialised fields and expanding
our healthcare services to cater for more patients.

Alhamdulillah, JPMC with its wide spectrum of health
care services including specialised and surgical healthcare

We will also be introducing our newly refurbished social

services certainly attracts several regional patients to our

media website which will feature a more user friendly

outpatient department including those requiring dental

and comprehensive one stop information provider about

services. However it must be emphasised that what we are

JPMC’s wide range of services.

doing is in line with the vision of the government towards
achieving universal healthcare towards Wawasan 2035.

Additionally, we will also be actively participating in

We try to ensure that we are complementing the services

various medical tourism initiatives in and outside of the

provided by the Ministry of Health and hence avoid

country throughout 2015.

any duplication. We have worked very closely with the
Ministry of Health to ensure that our goals are achieved.
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FEATURE Lata jagadish

Healing from the

HEART
In 2002, Azlan was diagnosed with degenerative
disc disease. The excruciating pain caused by this
left him almost immobile at times. He sought the
opinions of seven orthopaedic specialists and
neurologists, who all prescribed surgery as the only

He a lth and Wellnes s Sup p leme nt

option to solve this condition. Having lost all hope,
he booked a microsurgery operation. However at
the very last minute, his brother recommended an
eighth doctor who advised him to seek alternative
treatment before resorting to surgery. By then he
was starting to lose sensation in both of his legs.
At once he started seeking help from traditional
practitioners and chiropractors and almost lost all
hope, as there was no improvement in his condition.
But a chance visit to a special place would change
his life forever.
What he did not know on his first visit to Jag Therapy
was that he would meet Lata Jagadish, a woman
whose knowledge, healing touch and generous spirit
would transform his life forever. After being treated
for just one year by both Lata and her dad who is
fondly known as “Uncle Jag”, he returned to see
the last doctor who had recommended alternative
treatment. Needless to say the doctor was amazed at
his recovery and told him that he should continue
with his treatment at Jag Therapy. This is just one,
of the many real life stories of recovery which
bears testimony to the work which Lata and her
family continue to do today at Jag Therapy in Kg
Salambigar, Jalan Muara.

Photos by Riley Khoo
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Lata jagadish

When I help
patients who come

er aka
dish’s fath
Lata Jaga
(left)
Uncle Jag

in on crutches or in
wheelchairs to walk
again and I see the smile
on their faces. This is
my greatest reward.

she had no doubt that even though she loved
teaching, she was completely committed to
being a therapist.
Waking up at 4am every morning, Lata does her

Photos courtesy of Lata Jagadish

daily yoga practice and looks after her family’s

Lata Ja
gadish
with he
father a
r
nd mot
her

needs. She starts work at 8am and usually
finishes about 7pm at night only taking short
breaks in between, if she gets the chance.
So what fuels her steadfast commitment and
makes this all worthwhile? She said, “When

Walk into Jag Therapy any day of the week

educate people on how to prevent illnesses

Neighbours, friends, medical doctors, locals

I help patients who come in on crutches or in

and you will see people from all walks of

and diseases. We counsel some of those

and foreigners were all welcomed to learn

wheelchairs to walk again and I see the smile on

life sitting side by side patiently waiting to

who come to us and provide them with hope

from her parent’s knowledge and experience

their faces. This is my greatest reward.” When

see Lata. They come from different creeds,

within limits.”

– all for free. And today Lata and her husband

asked about her unusual method of payment

Arjun, who also teaches yoga and helps with

for therapy, a small discreet box for donations,

they all have in common is that they are in

As the daughter of “Uncle Jag”, who is

therapy, have continued this practice of giving

she smiled and responded, “Our relationship

pain – some have broken bodies, others have

renowned and respected locally and globally

freely of their time to children five years and

with our patients is based on trust. They trust

burdened souls. But they are all there because

for his work in the field of holistic healing, Lata

below, elderly people 80 years old and over

us and we trust them. We have never looked at

they believe in the holistic treatment that Lata

has continued to practice her father’s proven

and to the less fortunate – this was something

this as a business.”

offers – they believe that it could make them

treatments and therapies. Her knowledge and

that her late mother was very passionate

whole again. When Lata enters the room her

experience has been acquired not only from

about and it is also a practice which her father

For Lata Jagadish the desire to help others is

patients are greeted with a warm smile and an

her mother and father but from generations

continues today at his clinic in Mysore, India.

of paramount importance. Being a therapist for

open heart. Immediately, her sense of serenity

of family members. She recalled, “My Dad

and humility is able to put the most anxious

started learning from his grandmother and

Lata conducted her first yoga class at the

as she can, Lata intends to continue doing what

mind at ease. Lata explained that at Jag

aunt. I always remember thinking of my

age of ten. However after graduating with

her father started – that is, helping anyone that

Therapy, they provide general information on

dad’s aunt as a “walking encyclopaedia on

her Masters in Science Education in Physics

walks through her door with the type of healing

healthy eating, special diets and diet nutrition.

plants” she knew about all the health benefits

she decided to pursue a career in teaching

that can only come from the heart.

However no advice given here is intended as

of plants. And my grand uncle who is now

like both of her parents. Lata taught in the

a substitute for professional medical advice.

101 years old, was the one who taught me

mornings and continued to teach yoga and

*As for Azlan even though he’s no longer in

“We do not replace doctors. What we do here

about energy healing which I also practice

practice therapy in the afternoons. As she

Brunei. He has never forgotten his life changing

is complimentary to conventional medicine.

today.” From as long as she could remember,

said,” She was so lucky to be doing the two

experience at Jag Therapy and continues to

We do not heal people; they heal themselves

her parents opened the doors of their home

things that she truly loved.” But eventually,

share his story with others. According to Azlan,

by following our guidelines. We place a

to anyone who was interested in practicing

after getting married and having her son she

“healing at Jag Therapy is done with peace,

great deal of focus on nutrition and aim to

yoga or needed health advice or therapy.

had to choose between the two careers and

love, sincerity and dedication.”

races, beliefs and social classes. But what
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Lata is not a job, it is a life calling. For as long
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Nutrition is
a core elemen
t of therapy
Lata’s mothe
at Jag Therap
r Padma com
y.
piled the orig
book which
inal recipe
has since been
updated and
will soon be
available for
purchase in
Brunei.

HEALTHY EATING

MR BAKER’S BAKESHOP

Eat Healthy

Mr. Baker
with

A discussion about Brunei’s healthy diet revolution
with Eric Pui, Founder of Mr Baker’s Bakeshop
Mr Baker’s Bakeshop is one of the first

Imagine the uphill battle we faced when we

bakeries in Brunei to put the emphasis on

first introduced our healthy bread.

making and selling healthy bread. Why
did you pursue this idea?

From

your

experience

in

running

impression of the Bruneian attitude

this time bread was a big part of my daily meal.

towards healthy eating? What needs to be

By that, I mean wholesome brown breads

done to encourage more people to choose

which at one point in time, we could hardly

a healthy diet in our culture?

find in Brunei. I am an advocate of healthy
eating; as much as possible, I refrain from

Compared to when we first started Mr Baker’s

eating food that has either MSG, permitted

Bakeshop in 2008, I see an obvious and positive

food chemicals or artificial enhancers.

change in the eating habits of Bruneians today.
Since then many restaurants have introduced

We used to bake our bread a lot at home and

healthy options to their new menus, and there

my family loved it, so then I thought why not

is even a new restaurant (Energy Kitchen) that

share this wholesome bread not only with my

opened up last year which promotes healthy

loved ones but to the local community as well.

food. More importantly, the government
plays a pivotal role in promoting the cause

What are some of the major obstacles

of a healthy lifestyle. We have witnessed a

you encountered in setting up Mr Baker’s

tremendous effort put forward by the Ministry

Bakeshop?

of Health in this area. The launch of the
Healthy Restaurant Program in February 2014

Most people here are used to having soft

was a case in point, and we are proud that Mr

cottony and tasty white bread that lasts up to

Baker’s Bakeshop was nominated as one of the

a week.

healthy restaurants to choose in Brunei.

Our breads are rougher in texture and get stale

What are some of Mr Baker’s Bakeshop

after two days. About 90% of our euro breads

tips for healthy eating?

(or crusty breads) are without any added sugar,
no eggs and no artificial dough improver.

I echo the Health Promotion Centre’s tagline:
Always ask for “Less Oil, Less Salt and Less
Sugar” and eat moderately.

Photos by Jan Shim
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Mr Baker’s Bakeshop, what is your
I spent my varsity years overseas and during

PERSONAL DEVELOPMENT

Nowadays, the amount of information regarding health and wellness

Rule number 3:

is simply overwhelming. It appears there is a new revolutionary diet

Sleep and Rest

released every week, and constant new developments and ways of

TAKING A

doing things, which leaves us confused and afraid of making the
wrong choices. The important piece here is that you choose to do

PROACTIVE
APPROACH
TO YOUR OWN
HEALTH

something that works for you. We are all different, and so I wouldn’t
expect a single approach to work for everyone. Whether you choose
paleo, vegetarian, raw food, ayurveda or others is entirely up to you.
There are however some common guidelines that will help you at
the time of making the switch. My 4 rules in life are as follows:

Rule number 1:

the skin or cleaning agents), you are actively reducing and removing
the level of toxicity within your body. You can remove toxins by
detoxing and learning to live green. Do your bit for yourself and the
environment.

to learn about the health detriments of inflammatory foods (such as
gluten, dairy, meat, sugar, coffee, soda, energy drinks, alcohol and
processed foods – AKA the white and packaged stuff). Green juicing
is a terrific way to get an instant blast of sustainable energy and you
irstly let me start by saying that I am not writing this article

will also feel satisfied longer. Be aware of drinking loads of clean,

on health and wellness from an expert’s perspective, but

purified water, and add a squeeze of fresh lemon to your glass to

rather from someone who cares deeply about holistic

help alkalize your body. Dump refined sugars, fried foods and sodas

decision on which plates to choose to replace a part of my skull
once they removed the tumor in my head. At the time I had this
overwhelming instinct to walk out and try something different.
And so I did, and I never looked back.
This experience ignited a very personal revolution that taught
me how to take responsibility for my health and well-being. I
spent countless hours researching the fields of nutrition, natural
living, holistic healing, mindset, spirituality, etc. As a result, I
decided to live a holistic life, one where I looked after myself on
all levels physical, mental, emotional and spiritual. The results
have been short of amazing, and you too can join the health
revolution by just applying a few simple steps.
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from your life. If it’s made in a lab, your body won’t be able to digest

“

it properly, and it will create inflammation, impairing our immune

Vibrant health
is not just about
what you eat,
it’s also about
dealing with
what’s eating
you.

“

hospital. My neurosurgeon at the time wanted me to make a

disease. So do not underestimate the need for sleep, it is just as
important as good nutrition and physical activity. Ideally you want
to get 7-9 hrs sleep daily. You just have to figure out how to get

Cultivate a Positive Mindset

preferably organic or less sprayed with pesticides. You also need

serious health scare. I will never forget the day, at a Singapore

of obesity, diabetes, cardiovascular disease and even Alzheimer’s

Rule number 4:

and eat a plant based diet (that’s right, plenty of vegetables!),

This journey for me started a few years ago, when I had a

20 to 50 percent. A lack of sleep is also linked to an increased risk

bodies need. When it comes to nutrition, I follow the very simple

toxins are entering your body (i.e. environmental, ingested, through

health and wellness overall.

time, memory and communication (among others) goes down by

Food is your medicine. We can’t just eat what we like, but what our

The rule of thumb here is that you need to get back to nature

F

repair itself. When we lose sleep, our decision-making, reaction

enough sleep and make it a priority.

body with foods that will nourish it, but also ensure that whatever

By Isabel Valle

Without proper sleep, your body cannot fully detox, heal and

Eat Nutritious Food
formula nutrients in  toxins out. You not only need to provide your

Why holistic health can help
you look and feel great

Studies show that everyone is tired. No one gets enough sleep.

systems and fuelling disease in our bodies.

Vibrant health is not just about what you eat, it’s also about
dealing with what’s eating you. The mind is a superb instrument if
used rightly. Used wrongly, however, it becomes very destructive.
To counteract this, practise activities that help you wind down,
such as meditation, prayer, deep breathing exercises, positive
affirmations, a gratitude journal, guided relaxations, time in
nature, etc. Again choose an activity that resonates with you and
stick with it. The results are worth it. Making time to take care of
your physical and emotional needs is not selfish, but beneficial
not just to you, but everyone around you.
I hope these simple rules will inspire you to take an active
approach to leading your health, so you can live a healthy and
happy life. Wake up and learn to live like you really mean it. Join
the pursuit of personal health, spiritual wealth and happiness and
create a huge impact in your life, and hopefully, become a role
model for all those around you too.
Eat right, exercise, sleep and rest. That’s it. Start where you’re at,
then work out a plan to implement small baby steps to help you
continue to grow in your health journey.

Rule number 2:

Exercise Regularly
In our busy daily lives we seldom make time to exercise. Exercise
and sweating helps us carry away waste, remove toxins and

You will not only look good. You will feel great. Take health into
your own hands and make nutrition the primary form of prevention
for you and your loved ones.

strengthen our bodies. It is also a natural mood and energy booster.
Pick a type of exercise that you enjoy and a type of activity that
is within your level. Whether this is aerobics, swimming, crossfit,
jungle runs, brisk walking, yoga, etc, shake it 3 to 5 days per week
for at least 35 minutes to really enjoy the benefits of exercise.

Isabel Valle is a certified Executive and Leadership
Coach. She is also a mentor and the Founder
of Global Room in Brunei. Isabel specialises in
leadership development and building organisational
culture. Isabel has held senior positions within the
hospitality industry in countries around the world.
More information available on
www.isabelvalle.com
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COLUMN

ADVERTORIAL

AUTOMOTIVE / AUDI

Audi’s
Robocar
After impressing the automotive world at the
German Touring Car Masters (DTM) season
finale in Hockenheim, the Audi RS 7 piloted
driving racecar made an appearance on
the challenging circuit of the Ascari Race
Resort – at racing speed, without a driver.

platform with which Audi is exploring the possibilities of piloted

limits, putting the technology platform through several thousand

driving at its most dynamic. The large, five-door coupe is largely

test kilometers on a variety of routes.

identical to the production model, but its electro-mechanical
power steering, the brakes, the throttle valve and the eight-speed

To demonstrate its capabilities on the race circuit, the Audi RS

“We are pressing forward with one of the most important trends

Audi has long been a driving force in the area of highly automated

tiptronic that distributes the power to the mechanical quattro

7 piloted driving concept car drives a clean ideal line – with

in the automotive world with our technical solutions for piloted

driving. The brand’s development efforts have produced a

drive system are controlled automatically.

full throttle on the straights, precisely metered deceleration at

driving,” says Prof. Dr. Ulrich Hackenberg, Board Member for

number of spectacular feats. In 2010, for instance, a driverless

Technical Development at AUDI AG. “We presented the sheer

Audi TTS conquered the legendary Pikes Peak mountain race

There are two primary technological considerations during

perfectly metered acceleration when exiting the corners. Forces

fascination of this development at the DTM race in Hockenheim.

circuit in Colorado, USA. Audi has time and again showcased the

piloted driving at the physical limit: the highly precise orientation

of over 1.3 g occur during braking, and lateral acceleration in the

Now we are demonstrating just what this technology platform

potential of the technology with demonstrations at the limit. With

of the vehicle on the road and absolute control of the vehicle at

corners can reach 1.1 g.

is capable of on a circuit that is famous for an even more

560 hp and a top speed of 305 km/h (189.5 mph), the Audi RS 7

the handling limits.

challenging profile with a wide variety of bends and chicanes.

piloted driving concept car exemplifies Vorsprung durch Technik.

This will clearly reinforce the technical achievements of the Audi

The Audi RS 7 piloted driving concept car is a technology

engineers once more.”

the ideal braking point before the corners, precise turn-in and

On the track in Hockenheim, the RS 7 piloted driving concept
The technology platform uses specially corrected GPS signals

reached a maximum 240 km/h (149.1 mph). Its top speed is 205

for orientation on the track. Accurate down to a centimetre, these

km/h (127.4 mph) in Ascari. With its challenging ascents and

differential GPS data are transmitted to the vehicle via WLAN

descents, tight chicanes and banked bends, the Ascari circuit

according to the automotive standard and redundantly via high-

poses an even greater challenge for the technology of the Audi

frequency radio. Parallel to this, 3D camera images are compared

RS 7 piloted driving concept. As well as high longitudinal and

in real time against graphical information stored on board. The

lateral acceleration, this track subjects the car to dynamic axle

system searches in each of the countless individual images

load changes.

for several hundred known features, such as building patterns
behind the track, which it then uses as additional positioning

The race track is also the most demanding test bed for production

information.

when it comes to piloted driving. The future systems must also
work extremely precisely and with zero errors in critical situations.

Control of the vehicle at the handling limits is another

They therefore must be capable of properly assessing the current

outstanding feature of the Audi RS 7 piloted driving concept

situation even at the physical limit. This test bed provides Audi

car. Comprehensive on-board networking coupled with the

engineers with a variety of insights for production development,

highly precise control of all actions relevant to driving enable

such as for the development of automatic avoidance functions in

the technology platform to drive at the physical limits. The Audi

critical driving situations.

engineers intensively investigated piloted driving at the handling
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Fitness Career
Q&A WU CHUN | FITNESS ZONE

Changing

Lives

through

Fitness

A discussion about a career in fitness with Wu Chun

Fitness Zone is the largest fitness centre in
Brunei. It has been in operation for over 10
years and is also one of the pioneers of the fitness
revolution that is happening today in Brunei. It
has a membership database of 12,000, 60 staff
members and 30 fitness coaches.

Photo Courtesy of GQ Taiwan

Why is the fitness industry a good career choice to consider?
There are very few professions you can embark on that make
a direct difference to another person’s life. Being in the fitness
industry is definitely one of them.
Doctors provide cures for patients but a fitness instructor helps
with the prevention of the disease. And we firmly believe that
prevention is always much better and cheaper than cure!
At Fitness Zone, our slogan is “Changing Life Through Fitness”.

We spoke to the owner, Wu Chun about career
prospects in the fitness industry and his view on

We truly believe that this industry can bring in so much positive
energy, which makes it truly meaningful!

the growing fitness interest in our country.
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What kind of career path is available in the fitness

you are ambitious about business, you can move

teach, the sky is really the limit to how far you

What are some of the basic requirements for one

year. We also send our coaches overseas to

What are the job prospects with Fitness Zone?

industry in Brunei?

into the management side of the things, which

can go.

to be a trainer?

undergo training or attend fitness conventions to

We open our doors to everyone who has the

The career opportunities in the fitness industry

involves branding, marketing, human resource

are endless. This is what makes it so interesting.

and so on.

There has never been a more dynamic period in
the fitness industry than today.
Clients are looking for a variety of programs

Ironically, I’ve come across trainers that are not

gain more insight and knowledge of the fitness

passion to be part of this great industry. If your

What does the job of a fitness trainer entail?

particularly fit, but have a sound knowledge

industry. At Fitness Zone, we really try to foster

passion is to help others get healthy, we will do
our best to find a position that suits you!

Quite essentially, the job of a fitness coach is to

about physiology and excel in this career, because

a culture of learning and growth in our company.

Who’s to know, with such passion and skills, you

help individuals to get fit, recover from injuries

they have good people skills.

We allocate up to BND 1,500 per trainer per year

could one day end up being the owner of a fitness

or to help achieve the fitness goals that a client

centre or specialised gym.

sets out to achieve. For those specialised trainers,

That said, it definitely helps if you yourself are fit,

their role may be to help athletes to perform at

interested and knowledgeable about fitness. The

The internet has plenty to offer when it comes to

I think it is fantastic to see fitness centres

their optimal levels.

skills required to be a trainer are all coachable.

online Personal Training coaching. One of our

sprouting up everywhere. It can only mean that

Those who excel in it are normally those who

trainers recently obtained her online certificate

Bruneians are taking their health a lot more

for a Pre and Post Pregnancy Fitness Program.

seriously, and are inevitably going to be more

that fit their lifestyles. If you are looking for

for personal development.

What is your view about the growing fitness
industry in Brunei?

contemplative and spiritual exercise, there’s Yoga.

How much is the starting salary for a personal

Specialised training for specific sports, there’s

trainer? What is the earning potential?

functional training. For a fun workout, there’s Les

The starting salary really depends on the

No two trainers’ job profiles are identical.

care, who are good with people and who believe

Mills, TRX and Zumba.

individual’s experience and qualifications. We

You could choose to be a ‘one to one’ coach,

in the importance of fitness.

have instructors who started off earning just $500

customising programs for individual clients. Or

Then, there is a more physiological side of

a month. With proper training and dedication

you could choose to lead as a group trainer where

Where should you go to if you want to be a

you have the means to do so. Some of the places

One word of caution though, I would advise

the fitness industry which requires certified

to providing the best service, some of them are

you are required to inspire from the front.

professional fitness trainer?

you could consider include ACE- American

Fitness Professionals to take their profession

nutritionists,

earning in excess of $3,000 per month.

If you are really serious about your fitness career,

Council of Exercise, FIA Fitness Institute of

seriously. Go for proper training and adhere

and cannot afford to study abroad, you could

Australia and Lesmills International. There are

to the highest standards of health and safety

learn on the job at Fitness Zone, as we bring

also fitness conventions such as FILEX, IHRSA

requirements in order to avoid any unnecessary

in international master trainers to conduct

and Idea Fit for a range of fitness certifications

injuries for both the staff and clients. After all, we

certification workshops up to five times per

and workshops.

are dealing with peoples’ health and well being.

dieticians,

and

people

with

At Fitness Zone, we incorporate the “fun”

therapeutic and psychological skills to meet the
As in any industry, your earning capacity is in

elements into our programs and we emphasise

direct proportion to the number of clients you

educating the clients, so they gain the knowledge

You could grow vertically by specialising in any

have. If you have developed a strong reputation

which will help them achieve a better quality of

or all of the disciplines and spend your career

for yourself and continue to improve your skills

life in the long term.

teaching what you enjoy and believe in. Or if

and extend the variety of courses that you can

different needs of the clients.
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productive and live longer.
Lastly, you could also consider going overseas, if

It is a responsibility not to be taken lightly at all.
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Milestones
INTERVIEW

DANNY AIMI

RUNNING

THE

EXTRA MILE

For Danny,
the next
finish line
is only the
start.

With the aspiration to run marathons in all seven continents of the world, Danny Aimi believes

that you don’t have to start out great to become great. In fact, he weighed 117kg at one point
in his life! But take a look at him now. It is only a matter of staying positive, believing you can
achieve your aims and constantly developing yourself to be able to run the extra mile. Running
marathons is not solely about winning prizes; it is the satisfaction and joy that comes from it. For
Danny, the next finish line is only the start.

Tell us about your world marathon endeavour.

I’ve joined the official seven continents club with all the runners from
all around the world. This club mission is to compile the first all-

It all started three years ago after I found out that I had excess amount

inclusive list of all seven continent marathon, ½ marathon and ultra

of Uric acid, which led to gout. I’ve tried many ways such as using

Marathon finishers. To join this club, one must have completed at least

herbs and medicines to reduce the gout problem but nothing seemed

three marathons in three different continents, which I have already

to work. The only way was to change my diet style and of course by

successfully accomplished. Of course with God’s will, I will achieve my

exercising. From then on, I chose to run.

goal of completing all seven continents.

My first International run was the 10km Sports in Science run in

Why do you run?

Singapore, which I completed within 50 minutes. My first Marathon
was in Pulau Pinang back in 2012. I managed to clock in with the

Weight loss is my main motivator when it comes to running. I also

time of 4 hours and 35 minutes. Since then I have competed six full

believe that my competitiveness keeps me motivated and pushes me

marathons in different countries. My proudest achievement so far

to go beyond my capabilities. When I started this hobby, I had no

on an international level would be coming 4th place in the mountain

intention of competing in any running events but to my surprise, I

challenge in 2013 in Rembau Negeri Sembilan, Malaysia when I won

managed to clock a good time even though I was in an obese state. My

a cash prize of RM800. To date, I’ve covered four continents excluding

family and friends also motivate me to keep going forward.

Africa, South America and Antarctica.
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DANNY AIMI

Photos courtesy of Danny Aimi

How do you prepare for your runs?

in running a marathon. I do get physically and mentally tired when
I get home from work but this does not hinder me from training.

Proper hydration is important when running so I always use sports

After figuring this out, I managed to find a suitable time for my

drinks to retain my fluid level and always use Redbull to boost my

training, which does not affect my work at all.

energy. Whereas for post-run nutrition, I normally eat bananas,
salmon; which contains omega-3 fatty acids and antioxidants,

What kind of equipment do you use for your run?

which is good for recovery, almonds and lots of fruits.
Running is a cheap sport to take up – all you need is a comfortable
I’ve heard different advice from different runners, dietary

running outfit and good running shoes. I wear any brand of running

supplement consultants and websites about using a good

apparel (Brooks, Saucony, Garmin to name a few) that dissipates

supplement either to enhance endurance, strength and power. The

excess heat such as dri-fit shirts, well-fitted running socks and a

power gel and power bar have been the most effective ones for me

comfortable pair of running shoes that enhance performance and

so far. It helps me to endure long hard training sessions especially

prevent injuries.

when running a marathon.
What advice do you have for budding runners looking to take their
How do you get funding for international events?

pastime to the next level?

At the moment, I don’t have any specific sponsors but I plan to send

Develop a positive mindset and a mantra that runs through

in an application proposal to some of the targeted sponsors. I run

your head. Don’t force yourself to run, just enjoy it. Uncover

privately, but every international run I have participated in it was an

your strengths and abilities. In the end it all comes down to self-

honour for me to represent Brunei directly or indirectly.

satisfaction and sense of achievement. Don’t be complacent with
your current personal best time or distance. Run the extra mile and
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Being based in Kuala Lumpur, it was hard for me at first to adapt

try to go beyond your capabilities. Don’t regard marathon runs as

my exercise routine due to workload but I still made the time to

torture. I believe in the saying, ‘Run when you can, walk if you have

maintain my fitness level so that I would not lose my momentum

to, but NEVER GIVE UP.’
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Retail
FEATURE

THE MARATHON SHOP

RUNNING THE

MARATHON
SHOP

We spoke to the owners of The Marathon
Shop, Pauline Lian, and Lim Huu Yih as

The cushioning sole compresses, to absorb the impact and
decompresses every time a step is taken, which leads to the loss

the scenes at the store in Gadong Central

of cushioning. Once the shoes have reached the end of their

to get a better insight into this sport and
about the service that they are providing
for local runners.
What are the health benefits of running?

running lifespan, the body will have to do the work of the shoe
to help cushion the impact, increasing the risk of injuries.

What are some of the latest technologies in shoes and
apparel that help in running?
Shoes these days combine fashion with function. There are
shoes now that come equipped with improved reflective system,

evidence that proves that regular exercise (about 30 minutes

Running is a great way to improve one’s health! It can help

where the shoe will flash when lights pass through them such as

five times per week)—and running in particular—has

improve cardiovascular fitness and strengthen muscles – it is

the New Balance new reflective range designed for night time

one of man’s first total body workout. The calories that you burn

running. Imagine having two different designs in a shoe!

numerous health benefits. Studies have shown that running

from running aids in maintaining a healthy weight as well.
Running apparel is now made with lightweight technical fabric

can help prevent a number of diseases such as obesity, type
The owners of
The Marathon Shop,
Pauline Lian and
Lim Huu Yih.

running lifespan of 500km or 6 months, whichever comes first.

well as Lim Toh Yung who works behind

Every year an increasing number of Bruneians can be

seen participating in marathons. There’s a lot of scientific

It is not widely known that running shoes generally have a

2 diabetes, heart disease, high blood pressure, stroke and

The body is a wonderful machine that’s built to move and few

that is odourless, can keep you cooler and dry quicker.

things can be as liberating as running free, everyone can do it.

What can we expect when we visit the Marathon Shop?

some cancers. What’s more, it has been proven that running
A lot of people are unaware of the mental benefits from running.

also vastly improves the quality of your emotional and
mental life, and even helps you live longer.

The runner’s high that runners feel after a workout is the result

We want to inspire people to run the moment they step into

of the body releasing endorphins. Endorphins are chemicals

our store. We approach every customer as a unique case because

released by the brains that make you feel happy, energetic and

no one runs or walks with the same exact technique. Every

satisfied. The body also releases serotonin, a chemical that helps

customer will get a personalised in-store experience.

lift your mood, helping those who struggle with depression or
stress.

We also created a retail ambience to provide all customers with
a sense of modernity, a cross between a gym locker and a track

The Marathon Shop provides shoe fitting consultation

field to complement our customer’s motivation to run!

for customers. Why is it important to have your running
shoes professionally fitted?

Customers will be able to get hold of the latest apparel, footwear
and accessories from The Marathon Shop. We only sell authentic

The Marathon Shop’s mission is to improve the running

products in our store to ensure we deliver quality products to

experience in Brunei.

our customers.

Having the proper running shoes is one of the key requirements

What are your plans for the Marathon Shop in 2015?

to ensure the enjoyment of your run. The body experiences a
force that is equal to 4 to 8 times the bodyweight during impact.

We plan to expand our range of running products to customers

For a person who takes 80 steps per minute, the body will have

in our store.

to withstand this impact 2400 times for a 30 minute activity.
Due to the frequency and force of the impact, running in ill-

We also want to continue to further educate Bruneians on

fitting shoes can lead to discomfort, blisters or numbness. Over

the benefits of running. We would like to collaborate with

time, this can lead to foot, hip, knee, shin injuries.

like-minded and complimentary business and individuals on
projects to further promote health and wellness in the country.

Photos by Insyirah Adi
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It’s

Not about the

Talent
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aula Malai Ali was on stage in Bangalore
doing a press conference with Usain Bolt in
August 2014. We asked her what it was like interviewing

the fastest man in the world. And her answer surprised us.
Bolt, according to Paula, was not ‘inspirational’.
By saying that, Paula was not trying to be derogatory or controversial.
She was simply stating a fact. And the fact is, that Usain Bolt belongs to
the 1 in 10 million club, he is one of those people who has been gifted
with “tremendous genetic advantages” and what can only be described
as “supernatural ability.”
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PAULA MALAI ALI

and went in with a relentless work
ethic to fast track her knowledge of
the sporting industry. Back then, Paula

Fitness
& Paula

was one of the first few women sports
presenters in Asia. Today, Paula is one

Why does Paula place such emphasis

it on the regional platform: “Pay Your

of the top sports presenters on Fox

on her fitness routine?

Dues”.

events, interviewing the best athletes

She said that working out helps her to

She started at the age of 19 as

from around the world.

switch her mind off, as she tends to

a

Sports Asia, covering major sporting
production

assistant

in

the

over think sometimes and to worry too

entertainment industry doing basic

When asked what does the world of

much. Her exercise ritual also helps

work

sports teach her about life? Paula

her to focus better, especially at work,

cleaning up, getting the makeup box

said that she is always inspired to

when she has to perform at her peak

ready, and providing assistance with

push herself to a higher level of fitness

level at all times.

the actors’ wardrobes.

players battling it out on the tennis

She remembers covering her first

She added: “No doubt making a break

court for five sets. “What is a 20 minute

grand slam tennis tournament, when all

in the entertainment industry is going

workout compared to that?”, she

of a sudden, she had the opportunity

to be difficult as there is always going

smiled.

to interview each of the top tennis

to be someone younger, smarter who

players for five minutes. Those players

is willing to work harder for less.

such

as:

ironing

costumes,

especially after witnessing world class

Photos courtesy of Paula Malai Ali

Together with good professional training

vulnerabilities that put him at an advantage.

popular twin sister, Jenny Malai Ali. They

and the right environment, Usain Bolt is

The very fact that Nadal rises to the top and

both had no fear when it came to speaking in

peerless and king of the world in his sport.

stays there consistently, speaks volumes

front of a group and naturally excelled in the

Normal people, or even talented people for

about Nadal’s tenacity, stellar work ethic and

area of art and performance.

that matter, could never dream of coming

willingness to grind it out,” said Paula.

close to Bolt’s speed, no matter how hard

As a result, Jenny, who preferred to stay in

they train. It is simply unrealistic. Hence, the

No doubt, Nadal has been gifted with a

Brunei became one of the country’s most

reason why Paula describes him as being

certain talent in order to compete at the

sought after emcees and deejays; while

“un-inspirational”.

top, but it is undeniable that a huge part of

Paula has had a successful career in the

his success is due to his attitude, correct

entertainment industry in Asia for over a

is

mindset and indefatigable work ethic. And

decade.

“inspirational” according to Paula. The world

perhaps this is what Paula relates to so well

number one tennis player reminds us of what

in terms of her own career story.

Rafael

Nadal,

on

the

other

hand,

we are all capable of doing, when we set

Talent alone wasn’t the key to Paula’s
success. She recalled eight years ago when

our minds to it. “For a start, Nadal has the

From a young age, Paula displayed a natural

she moved from being a popular ‘veejay’ on

wrong body for tennis (his physical attribute

talent for public speaking and showmanship.

Channel V to ESPN, she had little knowledge

is made for football), he is constantly battling

At the tender age of nine, she was already

and understanding about sports. She was

with injuries and he also possesses a list of

emceeing for the school together with her

honest about her strengths and weaknesses,

and

included the likes of Nadal, Federer,

demanding work schedule, she takes

Djokovic, Murray and Serena Williams.

It is important to be prepared to go

her fitness routine extremely seriously.

At that moment, she could not afford

the extra mile and to know your value.

However, she is the first to admit that

to get all-nervous and nor could she

And when you succeed one day,

she doesn’t like going the gym because

afford to get it wrong. So Paula had

always remember to be humble and

she thinks that it defeats the purpose

to block out all her thoughts, and “be

be respectful, no matter how big a

of getting a “good sweat out”, that is,

strong, be confident and just do it”.

name you become, never forget where

Because

of

Paula’s

grueling

you came from.” This is a golden rule

being in the gym with the air condition
She

on.

remembers

constantly

telling

which is not only applicable in the

herself that the interview was not about

entertainment industry, but in any

When she is not traveling, Paula usually

her, but about the stars. Needless to

industry – if you want to succeed and

spends two mornings each week doing

say, such interviews are now all in a

to remain successful.

a ‘primitive-bootcamp’ which involves

day’s job for Paula, and a good exercise

stretching,

resistance

routine to start the day definitely helps,

Paula Malai Ali is currently the sports

and sprinting. In addition to this, she

as it calms her down and keeps her

presenter in Fox Sports Asia. She is in

runs at least five kilometers twice a

feeling confident and composed during

the process of planning a fitness show

week and also does kickboxing (she

all of her big events.

about diet, fitness advice and fitness

body

weight

tips for travelers, a subject that she is

previously injured her wrist from a
practice session). And when she is

Paula has one important piece of

travelling, Paula logs on to her youtube

advice for Bruneians wanting to make

intensively passionate about.

channel and does a 20 minute workout,
using the hotel chair and bed as her
equipment and following the moves of
Gillian Michaels.
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Pengiran Aki Ismasufian

Cycling
FOR A CAUSE

If fate would have it, Pg Aki Ismasufian would have been
Brunei’s first professional tennis player today.
15 years ago, he made a decision to give up his professional
tennis dream. Instead, he shifted the same dedication and
work ethic that he had as a professional athlete to his studies
and career. Today, he holds a senior position at one of
Brunei’s most respected banks, Standard Chartered, as the
Head of Corporate Strategic Initiatives.
Instead of pondering over what could have been, Pg Aki
looked to the future and now leads an active and fulfilling
life. While he hasn’t abandoned playing tennis altogether, his
new hobbies now include cycling. And he’s riding to make a
big difference in the lives of others.
Find out more, from our interview with Pg Aki about his
colourful career.
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Pengiran Aki Ismasufian

Having big
responsibilities
at work, we also
need a healthy
work-life balance
Photos by Riley Khoo

How would you describe the experience?

How would you describe the experience?

I was not a cyclist until late 2013, when an

Prior to this, I had never imagined seeing the

opportunity arose with Standard Chartered’s

beautiful Mekong region by bicycle. I consider it

“ASEAN Celebrates Ten.” Colleagues from

such a privilege to have experienced this together

Standard Chartered’s ASEAN region were invited

with my colleagues, and it is something I will

to participate in this cycling expedition and I

treasure for a long time. Not only that, the meaning

thought to myself “why not?”

behind the ride will definitely be one of Standard
Chartered’s lasting legacies. On a personal level, it

That was the turning point, it was then that I

was one of my greatest achievements to date.

decided to take up cycling. Together with two
of my colleagues in Brunei, we cycled a total of

I was so fond of the “Asean Celebrates Ten”

815km over a six day period. We crossed two

experience that I have since taken up two

borders, from Cambodia to Laos, cutting through

other long distance rides around the region. In

Thailand. We did this by getting up at 5.30 in the

September last year, I joined 40 other riders in

morning, cycling through rain, going up steep

the Ride for Sight from Kuantan, Malaysia to

hills and then continuing on in 38 degree heat-

Singapore, where we cycled 560km over three

we cycled about 135km a day. This was definitely

days. We raised USD 200,000 in total for the event,

a challenge for me, especially when you consider

which was double the initial target amount.

the fact that I had hardly cycled before this
expedition.
A big motivation for us throughout this grueling

I have also recently returned from the Ride for

Together with my colleagues from Brunei, we

in which we operate. Through Ride for Sight, we

Despite

cycled 50 to 60 km on weekdays, and we would

are not only promoting healthy, balanced lifestyles

considerations that affected my decision not to

hit 100km on the weekends. The key was to focus

but this is also an event to engage our staff and

pursue tennis professionally. I understood that it

on endurance, strength and pace. And at the same

to provide them with the opportunity to give

would involve a huge commitment on my part,

time, we were conscious not to over-train. For

back to the community through volunteering

both physically and financially.

every three weeks of hard training, we would do

or participation. Our aim was to raise funds to

one week of light training to give our bodies time

restore sight for people with avoidable blindness

As a professional tennis player, you need to travel

to recover.

across the ASEAN countries.

all over the world to play tournaments for a living

that,

there

were

a

number

of

and spend long periods of time training. Life
One bit of advice that has always stuck with me

At one stage of your life, you seemed to be

would have to be tennis 24/7; you really have to

is: “to drink before you get thirsty and eat before

headed towards a professional tennis career.

eat, sleep and breathe the sport.

you get hungry.” I learned that, in order to keep

Fast forward a decade and a half later, you

my nutrition up and my body hydrated, I had to

are now a top executive for one of Brunei’s

Even though I was mentally prepared for the

do this even before I felt the need to eat or drink.

leading banks. What happened?

physical commitment, I didn’t have the necessary

Growing up, I had always had a great enthusiasm

means to fund this very expensive ambition. It

for sports, especially tennis. Although I started

was very difficult to justify sponsorship for money

playing tennis at a later age, as compared to the

to enroll in the tennis academy plus traveling

world’s elite players who start as young as three

costs to tournaments.

To date, I have followed this rule for all the rides
that I have trained for and successfully completed.

Tell us more about Standard Chartered’s
“ASEAN Celebrates Ten” and “Ride for
Sight” initiatives.

years old, I was able to pick up the sport relatively
quickly.

I had to force myself to look ahead and think
about what I wished to do after my professional

Sight Vietnam in October, spanning 450km over

The “ASEAN Celebrates Ten” marked two

three days.

very special milestones celebrated by Standard

With support from the Brunei Government and

tennis career. So I made the decision to further

Chartered – our presence in all ten ASEAN

Brunei Tennis Association, I was given many

my studies and started working after I graduated.

journey was that we knew that every dollar raised

What does your background in sports teach
you about business?
The characteristics that I possess as a sportsman
have definitely influenced my work life. I remain
motivated, disciplined, competitive, constantly
thinking on my toes and willing to take on any
challenge that comes my way. I strongly believe
that these traits have allowed me to progress in
my career.

What is your daily fitness routine?
I don’t have any particular daily fitness routine but
I do want to stress that fitness and health are very
important to everyday life. I try to run whenever
I can, but if I don’t manage to, I always have a
conscious mindset that little things matter –such
as walking from the car to the office or climbing
the stairs instead of taking the elevator.

Why should executives take their personal
fitness seriously?
Having big responsibilities at work, we also need
a healthy work-life balance. I believe this balance

for the expedition was matched dollar for dollar

How did you prepare yourself for the

markets and the commemoration of the 10th

opportunities. I got to train in Thailand and

by our bank. I am happy to report that we raised

“ASEAN Celebrates Ten” cycling expedition?

anniversary of our global community investment

played in major tournaments including Davis

Different opportunities offered to me in my work

helps us in making clearer decisions, which in

USD 100,000 for the event, which was way above

initiative, Seeing is Believing.

Cup, ATP, Satellite Circuits, SEA Games and

life have led me to where I am today. For that, I

turn, is healthy for business.

We all knew it was going to be tough. Prior to

our initial target.

the expedition, the organisers and my colleagues,

Asian Games. I also had opportunities to witness

am thankful and happy with where life has taken

Standard Chartered Bank has a strong focus on

the current top ranking players live in action like

me in terms of my professional career. Regardless,

sustainability and giving back to the communities

Novak Djokovic, Roger Federer, Andy Murray,

I still play tennis once a week and try to find time

Andre Agassi, and Pete Sampras. At one stage, I

to cycle and play golf whenever possible.

who are more experienced cyclists kept reminding
us that physical preparation was crucial and we
shouldn’t take it for granted.
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GETFIT CROSSFIT

The guys behind GETFIT CROSSFIT
Left to right: Gavin Sekhon, Rory Teo
and Mas Idris

The

Power of

Purpose
At GETFIT CrossFit the aim is to
unify, motivate and achieve

I

54

n today’s world there are an increasing number of leaders and

industry has become a very gilded and glamorous one that seems

managers who are energised not just by material gains - but

to rely on attracting clients by promoting the idea of “the biggest”

who are motivated by the pursuit of a larger societal purpose.

and “the best”. But the owners of GETFIT have managed to resist

The owners of GETFIT CrossFit are among this group of people.

this strategy. Rory Teo, Gavin Sekhon, Gary Sekhon, Mas Idris and

Rory Teo, smiles as he recalls the words of a New Zealand client

Haadi Samid – are the guys who originally introduced “Crossfit”

who joined GETFIT CrossFit in 2011 when they first opened their

to Brunei. They are intelligent, highly energetic people who have

doors, “You guys are not flash and you should stay that way.” This

worked hard to keep a group of loyal athletes and attract a new

comment remains at the core of what the owners have built up

following to this box, simply because they believe “actions, speak

today. It is now 2014 and as I enter GETFIT CrossFit in Telanai, it

louder than words.” As they’ve done from the very beginning, they

is clear that the owners of this box have stayed true to themselves

let their athletes speak for themselves and share their experiences

and to their aims. Indeed there are no fancy signs at the door.

with others, and to date this works. Gavin admitted that, “We

Inside I see all of the essential equipment in a basic setting. And

seem to attract people who are focused and have a genuine interest

when I meet two of the founding members, I immediately know

in this type of fitness. They appreciate our frank advice and also

that they are down to earth, straight talking people. Surprised? I

value working-out in a close knit community that encourages and

have to admit that I was. This is perhaps because today, the fitness

supports one another to reach individual goals.”
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GETFIT CROSSFIT

It all began in 2009 when this group of friends who hungered

Not Numbers, but
Individuals

for more than the regular programs being offered at gyms,

This is how all of the coaches at GETFIT

discovered “Crossfit.” Once they gained an understanding

CrossFit view the athletes who choose to train

of its principles, they were determined to share its many

with them. Therefore, their ultimate aim is to

benefits with others. So they started off with providing free

help each person to reach his or her own fitness

sessions at UBD and soon realised there were many other

goal. I had the opportunity to also speak to

like-minded people. This spurred them on to complete the

coaches Mas, Emma, Haadi and Dennis. As “the

CF-Level 1 qualification and in 2011 they opened Brunei’s

one with the loudest voice” Mas explained that

first affiliate. Interestingly enough, coaching is not the

he keeps athletes motivated until they get to the

only career that these owners, who are coaches, have. In

very end of their gruelling work outs. Mas who

fact, they all have demanding full time jobs and hectic

also works in IT took the time to explain the

schedules, hence the reason why the GETFIT boxes are

details of how the program works and believes it

only open in the evenings and on weekends. For instance,

is the environment of camaraderie and support

by day Gavin is an Accountant with BSP and Rory works

that makes GETFIT CrossFit a great place to

with Royal Brunei Airlines in the International Relations

train at. Mas is currently developing his skills in

Department. They work long hours and both have families

endurance and mobility training, uses crossfit

with young children. Rory has a two month old baby and

“to de-stress and live a healthy lifestyle.” Mas’

Gavin’s youngest is three months old. So with just 24 hours

wife, Emma runs the women’s only crossfit class

in the day how do they do it? Gavin explained that he gets

(Bella GFCF) on Saturdays. She works at BEBD

up at 4.30 am every morning, commutes daily to Seria. All

and is passionate about encouraging more

of the coaches agree that “discipline and communication”

women to try crossfit. Emma thinks there is a

are key to what makes the team work. They discuss athlete

misconception about crossfit that many women

Their Mission

progress, workout programs, and constantly update each
other via email and messaging services. Undoubtedly it is
their genuine commitment to the discipline of crossfit and
to their athletes that keep each one of these coaches going
beyond the call of duty, day after day.

believe – it will make me “bulky” and or I must

the younger generation because it creates a

be “super fit” prior to joining a crossfit session.

solid foundation that would in various other

Her aim is to highlight the positive benefits

types of training.” He credits his gymnastics

and to educate more women that crossfit is

training for helping him overcome his injury

about functional fitness- which will help you

both physically and mentally.

in everyday life. Next there’s Dennis Lim who
has been a coach at GETFIT CrossFit for the

The GETFIT Team’s Pledge

past two years. He focuses on Olympic lifting,

The team strives to help each athlete achieve

in particular, the snatch – a highly skilled

that ‘light bulb’ or ‘ting’ moment. Gavin and

movement which requires strength, flexibility,

Rory explained, this is “the moment” an athlete

coordination, power, speed and absolute

realises he or she can achieve that sought after

concentration – and is very good at it! Dennis

fitness goal – which once seemed impossible.

who is also studying Business, said that he is

These professional, qualified coaches at

serious about fitness and enjoys teaching and

GETFIT CrossFit believe that their purpose

learning from his peers and clients. And last but

is to continue building a stronger community

by no means least, there is Haadi, also known

with their athletes. They are committed to

as “The Ninja.” Haadi explained he was very

giving advice that will help each person

much into weight training, but then suffered a

become fitter and healthier. As joint owners

slipped disc awhile back and so was forced to

of this box, they all see this as an investment

rethink his training program. He spent one year

in “blood, sweat and tears” more so than a

in Holland and while there, decided to dedicate

business. This is a legacy they will pass on to

his time to learn and develop his gymnastics

the next generation. As young professional

skill – something he’d always had an interest

Bruneians they aim to prove that by working

in. Encouraged by his wife to pursue this

hard, by maintaining a sense of value, integrity

path, Haadi rekindled his passion for

and loyalty to one an other – they

gymnastics. He now strongly believes

can continue to build

that “gymnastics should be taught to

a closer and stronger
community!

The Learning Curve
After four years many important lessons have been learnt
from being part of this team. Gavin mentioned that he
values better leadership, teamwork dynamics and how to
communicate effectively, back with his team at BSP. While
Rory, who previously ran GETFIT Kids, believes that
dealing with younger athletes has enabled him to be a more
patient person and this has helped prepare him as a new
parent. Both agree that crossfit prepares you physically and
mentally. It helps to develop a fortitude that enables you to
deal with the “unknown.” As well as this, all of the coaches
have gained a lot more knowledge from attending regional
workshops and seminars. In fact, they are very proud
that some of their longstanding athletes have developed
to become coaches at both their Telanai and Kuala Belait
boxes.

Photos by Riley Khoo
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DarRen CHAI

THE BIG WIN

A Career Like No Other
Say, there were no rules. And you could dictate how you want to spend your time,
do what you want to do and still make a good living from it. What would you
choose to do, and what would your life be like, if you were given that chance?
Welcome to the life of Darren Chai; fitness trainer, athlete and restaurant owner.

F

rom a very young age, Darren exhibited traits that
would one day, take him places. He was fiercely
determined, focused and clear minded. Darren had

a precise idea about the things that interested him. As a
school boy, Darren had a natural talent for sports. In fact, at
various stages in his life he was on the national swimming,
tennis and basketball teams.
At one stage, Darren was headed towards a career as a
professional tennis player. His talent and tenacity saw him
compete against the best in the region. However, at the age
of 16, he soon realised that at five foot nine inches the odds
were against him making it as a tennis superstar.
Thereafter, Darren was introduced to the game of golf
and fell in love with the sport in Australia. He was able
to convince his father to enroll him in a golf academy to
learn the game because the family understood how serious
he was about sports. His parents knew from the beginning
that Darren would end up with a career that was related to
sports, the only question was which sport? It took him just
one year to achieve a handicap of 9; a result which any golfer
would consider to be extraordinary.
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DarRen CHAI

Darren Chai working
out on the rings at
Fitness Zone

While the idea of making a living as a professional sport player

world. One of his qualifications is from Gym Jones in the USA, a

was alluring, Darren also understood that being good and talented

renowned institution that produced the trainers who trained the

was not enough. He would have to be included in the top 1% in the

actors for the movies, ‘300’ and ‘Man of Steel.’

world. Besides that, he did not have access to the kind of support and
environment that would enable him to reach such great heights as a

Now back to Brunei less than a year, Darren has kick-started his

professional in this field.

career as a Personal Trainer at Fitness Zone, The Empire Hotel &
Country Club and at various other facilities. He now has a local client

Over the course of the next three years, Darren went on to complete

base that includes CEOs, athletes and people who want to achieve a

his business diploma. He then completed a series of specialised

better level of fitness.

courses in personal training and nutrition and he even took up
French cooking from Le Cordon Bleu in London. Darren did all this

He usually starts his day at 5am and by 10am, he would have trained

in order to satisfy his growing interest in the idea of holistic living –

at least three clients and would also have completed his own a

an idea which he would go on to pursue in the future.

vigorous workout regime. At lunch time, Darren wears the hat of the
restaurant owner for Danes in Batu Bersurat this is then followed by

While in the UK, Darren worked part time as a personal trainer while

more personal trainings sessions in the afternoon.

pursuing his courses. With his in-depth understanding of the specific
sport disciplines, he was able to effectively customise programs for

Darren explained that his biggest satisfaction comes not so much

his clients giving them a competitive edge in the sports. As such,

from the physical transformation of the client’s body, but from the

he was able to develop a unique reputation for specialised sports

positive psychological impact that his clients gain from their sessions.

training. His reputation attracted many interesting clients, Darren

His greatest joy comes from seeing clients gain mental fortitude; and

trained from sports personalities to models and celebrities.

a greater sense of confidence and self respect from being able to do
the challenging and sometimes, grueling workout programs. “When

Darren’s quest for personal training didn’t end there. He also

the client begins to feel healthy, energetic and good about themselves,

participated in many fitness development programs all over the

it is then that I feel what I am doing is worthwhile.”
Back in school, Darren knew that he did not want to have a business
or engineering degree and end up in a 9 to 5 job, earning a fixed
salary, living an average life. It was a pretty difficult thing to convince
others that such a profession existed.
But today, he is the master of his life – he chooses how he spends
his time and who he sees as clients. Not only that, he is doing much
better financially what he could have gotten for, had he pursued a

My biggest
satisfaction comes
from the positive
psychological
impact that my
clients gain from
their sessions.
60
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traditional 9 to 5 career.
Besides the many perks, one thing that Darren knows for sure is that
he is loving what he does and is making the world a better place.
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VICTOR TAN

NOTHING IS

IMPOSSIBLE
with “The Right Attitude”
For over 40 years, come rain or shine this man has been a task master,
a father figure, an advisor and a teacher. He conducts tough training
sessions and demands absolute dedication and effort from his students.
In return, his students respect him and do their utmost to make him
proud of them. Coach Victor Tan has a reputation for inspiring his
swimmers to do their very best.
Victor sees his students not just as young athletes who he has to train
and develop physically, but also as young men and women who he
has to nurture mentally and emotionally. Once they join one of his
swimming groups they become members of his family. And as the
head of the family not only is he committed to teaching them to be
competent swimmers but he is dedicated to sharing his life experience
and advice with them, in the hope that he can make a positive impact
in their lives. He encourages his students to persevere, no matter what!
Victor’s goal is not just about producing winners in the pool, it is about
helping each one of his swimmers to develop “the right attitude” to life,
so that that they too can overcome obstacles and lead productive and
successful lives.

Victor is a member
of The American
Swimming Coaches
Association
(Level 5)

As a young boy growing up Victor faced many challenges. But it was his
swimming sessions at school that taught him how to achieve success in
spite of adversity. He recalled that he had two excellent coaches who
were both extremely devoted to teaching swimming and who believed
in the value of strict discipline. Victor endured many rigorous training
sessions where he honed his technique and improved his speed as he
worked towards achieving success. As a young swimmer he competed
in many races and won numerous medals and trophies. However,
he explained that it was the memory of his three year old brother
drowning when he was just five years old, which made him determined
to excel at swimming and to teach others.
He believed that if he could teach people how to swim then his brother’s
death would not have been in vain. Hard work, the ability to learn the
best coaching practices from others and a clear vision of his purpose in
life soon saw Victor rise up the ranks to become a Leading Coach. He
said, “Back in those days I would leave the house early in the morning
when my children were asleep and return late at night.
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VICTOR TAN

I hardly saw my wife and kids but I had to
work hard to provide for my family.” In 1994,
opportunity knocked and Victor was offered a
job with the Department of Welfare, Youth and
Sports as the National Swimming Coach. He
explained that “I accepted this position with great

Victor and his wife of 27
years Liew Szekhiung.
SzeKhiung is always at
Victor’s side supporting,
reassuring and taking care
of their family –which
includes the swimmers.

enthusiasm because I had a dream which I wanted
to turn into a reality. My dream was to produce
the best swimmers for Brunei.”
When he took on the role of National Coach,
swimming was not a high profile sport in Brunei.
He immediately set out to revamp the swimming
program and to transform the attitudes of his
swimmers. In order to do this, he insisted that all
of his swimmers were punctual, self disciplined

Photos by Riley Khoo

and 100% committed to their training sessions.
He did this because he firmly believed that having

trained a list of other great Bruneian swimmers,

up” attitude! With a smile on his face, he explained

“the right attitude” would enable his swimmers

among them Olympic swimmer Anderson Lim,

“Past swimmers still thank me today for helping

to reach greater heights. Between 1994 and 1996

Amanda Liew and also Maria Koh. Victor then

them to develop a strong character because they

he would prove that his training philosophy

moved to the RBRC in 2005 and is still currently

believe that this has contributed to their current

was right because he produced many notable

coaching there. Victor’s breakthrough came again

success”.

swimmers including Fadillah Ismail. Victor

when he guided Christian Nikles to win a Bronze

beamed with pride as he recalled those early years.

medal at the 2010 SEA Age Group Swimming

After 40 years in this profession Victor is as

He said that, “Fadillah won one bronze medal at

championships (Philippines) and one gold and

passionate as ever about coaching. When he is

the 1994 SEA Age Group (Singapore), two gold

one bronze medal at the 2011 Arafura Games

not teaching the older children or training his

medals at the BIMBEAGA Games (Philippines)

(Darwin, Australia). In addition to this success

squads, he is having fun with the younger children

and two bronze medals at the Arafura Games

Victor also played an instrumental role in training

who he teaches from the age of five. His patience,

(Darwin, Australia).” Victor then went on to

many of the current top Bruneian swimming

gentleness and kindness make it easy for these

coach at Mabohai Sports Centre for nine years

stars before they were absorbed into the National

children to bond with “Uncle Victor”. He has also

where the number of his swimmers increased

Swimming Team Program a few years ago. These

coached children and adults with disabilities.

and included students from both JIS and ISB. It

days he’s busy training a new generation of

Coaching them is very special to him because

is there that he started his first squad in 2002 to

swimmers including His Royal Highness Prince

he genuinely believes that “Every child deserves

prove to his critics that his years of experience

Abdul Muntaqim and current local swimming

a chance to take part in a sport.“ When asked

and techniques were still a winning formula for

stars Ashley and Andra Chai, Desmond Yong

about his dream for the future, he smiles and says,

success. During that time he entered his first

among many other up and coming winners. But

“Maybe to one day train children with disabilities

regional competitions and achieved success with

for Victor coaching continues to be more than just

for the Olympics.” And knowing Coach Victor

gold medallists Christopher Cheong and Daniel

about improving technique and timing –it is about

Tan, anything is possible!

Kong. He is also proud of the fact that he has

encouraging his swimmers to have a “never give

Victor with his RBRC Squad A swimmers
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UP-AND-COMING MD ASNAWI

Brunei’s
Strongest
Man
(Under 21)

Photos by Insyirah Adi

Who is he?
Meet 20 year old Md. Asnawi, the proud
holder of the title, “Brunei’s Strongest Man.”
When he first started working out at Chainblock
Gym, it was never his intention or vision to be named the
‘Strongest Man in Brunei.’ He started training for the competition
in September last year. Two months later, he bagged the title of

How does he do it?

‘Brunei’s Strongest Man’ in the Under 21 category. He secured

He explained, ‘Anyone can do it.

victory when he completed the truck pull in an impressive time

It’s possible. You just have to work hard

of just 19 seconds.

and train for it,’ he says. Like many other

What’s it like being the strongest
man?

professional athletes, Asnawi says that discipline
is key when it comes to being great at what you do. A
full-time student by day, he is only able to train during

Imagine pulling a truck far beyond your own weight, how much

the evenings and on Sunday mornings, which usually consist

can the human body really take? Asnawi could give up, but he

of cardio training and deadlifts – probably the most useful

chooses not to. Asnawi said ‘I just keep pushing myself. My main

gym training movement for the strongman. To Asnawi, it’s not

aim during the competition is to beat my friends,’ he laughs when

about having enough time, it’s all about making time. With an

asked what his main motivation is while carrying 85kg dumb

unconventional yet gratifying title at only 20 years old, Asnawi

bells in each hand. Other challenges include the Tire Flip, where

aspires to keep on winning and surpassing all expectations, for

he has to lift a tire weighing over 200kg, which Asnawi admits is

as long as he can.

the biggest challenge in the competition.
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BOOK Excerpt

Filipinos In Brunei

The
Full Speed

Fitness

Instructor

Excerpt from Filipinos In Brunei, published by ADS Allure.

Dance and fitness have been part of Lovely Pedregosa’s life since a very young
age. Lovely Pedregosa graduated as a nurse and has used her medical knowledge
to become a fitness instructor in Brunei. An active career that suits her perfectly.
“Give me three months and I will show you what I am able to do. This is

place where I’ve always wanted to work. Suddenly things were clear,

the job I want! Ok I don’t have the qualifications, but you will see that I

I observed a lot and bothered my colleagues with all my questions!

am determined to get this position. You won’t regret your choice.” This

I had to be ready to handle my own class.” Very soon, she realised

is exactly what this beautiful young woman told to her boss during her

that everything had to be consistent. At Fitness Zone, she could use

first interview at Fitness Zone in Kiulap. It was in 2008 and she had just

her nursing knowledge about the human body and general health

arrived in Brunei. As soon as she walked through the door, she knew

combined with her love for dance.

that she wanted to work in this environment. Six years later, she has
become a confident, energetic fitness supervisor.

“But things wouldn’t have been possible without the support of Lyza
Pacheco, another instructor,” explains the young Filipino with a sad

The studio at Fitness Zone is a pro health bubble. Pharell Williams

voice. “She motivated me when I was running out of confidence and

can be heard in the air, the melody fits perfectly with our meeting this

taught me so many things. She was extremely supportive and the most

afternoon. Some customers are training in the other room and Lovely

amazing person. “Follow your heart and be yourself when you are on

is sitting in front of me, she is laughing. “Actually, I was supposed to

stage”, she would always say. She suffered from breast cancer and

be a nurse not a fitness instructor!” she giggles. “But I enjoy everything

a head tumour. She died last April at the age of 29.” Lyza is Lovely’s

here, I’ve always loved to dance and sing. It’s such a big part of my

biggest inspiration.

culture.” Lovely grew up in Dueñas in the province of Iloilo.
Today the young woman is enjoying a fulfilling career. “I love the contact
When she finished college, her brother pushed her to study nursing.

with customers and I enjoy providing personal training sessions,” she

But at that time, her dream was to pursue an active career; she wanted

adds. “Last year, I helped a very nice lady to loose 38 kilos within six

to become a PE teacher. “After five years of nursing, I couldn’t find a

months! It was very hard but we completed the journey together. I am

job”, she explains.” I decided to work as a secretary for an accounting

very proud of her; it’s a great achievement.” Lovely is moving up in

firm and then I took a job as a medical representative.” Lovely also

her career, in 2010 she received her Lesmills Body Jam and Sh’bam

worked as a property consultant, but it was the same old story again:

Certifications and in 2011 her yoga certificate. “Last year, I decided to

the income was insufficient and as the second of the family, it was

qualify in Pre and Post Natal specialist certification,” she explains. “It

time for her to support her younger brothers and sisters. She needed

has a lot to do with my nursing and my medical background, at least I

to leave the country to find better opportunities abroad. In 2008, she

can use my knowledge.” Lovely is a happy personality, Brunei gave her

enrolled with an agency and arrived in Brunei where her sister was

another chance and she keeps dreaming of the future. She is planning

already living. She was a manager and consultant at Fitness Zone.

to get Zumba certification to further improve her skills. “I love my job

This is why Lovely applied with such confidence. From day one, she

but I still want to learn,” she answers. At only 28, she has already set

had to work very hard. “I had to understand in a very short time how to

strong foundations in life and she knows exactly where she wants to

use all the machines, to understand the whole philosophy of the gym,

go. She considers her time in Brunei as a stepping-stone, one day it

all the classes and the PT (personal training),” she tells. “Yes it was

will be time to experience something different.

very challenging but I was so enthusiastic about it. This is the kind of
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The World’s First
Organic Blue Shrimp

Proudly Cultured in Brunei

GOLDEN CORPORATION SDN BHD

(Cooperating with Semaun Marine Resources Sdn Bhd)

Lot 19 Spg 245, Kg Serambangun Industry Site,
Tutong TA2541, Brunei Darussalam.
Tel: +673-4260080,4260079 | Fax: +673-4260068
Website: www.golden-corp.com

Lot 19 Spg 245, Kg Serambangun Industry Site, Tutong TA2541, Brunei Darussalam.
Tel: +673-4260080,4260079 | Fax: +673-4260068 | Website: www.golden-corp.com
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FITNESS CENTRES IN BRUNEI

FITNESS CENTRES
IN BRUNEI

R
jpmc Fitness Centre

egular exercise has many physical and mental health benefits.
Joining a local gym or taking fitness classes is a great way to
develop a worthwhile health and fitness habit. In this section you
will find a list of fitness centres and hopefully there will be one that is
conveniently located either near to your home or your office.

///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
BATU BERSURAT

BERIBI

GADONG

Harun’s Gym

GETFIT CrossFit

D’Golden Gym

Harun’s Gym provides a comfortable environment
for exercising and training sessions. It has a wide
range of cardio equipment and weight machines.
Both men and women are welcome to try out training
programs at the gym. Start training today and see
the difference!

Begin your journey to a faster, stronger, leaner
you by going to GETFIT CrossFit. This is Brunei’s
first crossfit affiliate, located in Telanai and now in
Kuala Belait. Anyone can join, their community is
made up of people from diverse backgrounds, of all
ages and of all fitness levels. The coaching team is
qualified, experienced and ready to show you how
crossfit works. Crossfit classes are the main focus
but bootcamp styled sessions once a week are also
offered. Women-only crossfit sessions are held on
the weekends. If you want to get in the best shape of
your life, GETFIT CrossFit is the place to be!

D’Golden Gym welcomes both men and women
who want to become fit. They have all the fitness
equipment you need for cardio and weight training.

Location: Block C, Simpang 6, Desa Estate
Jalan Batu Bersurat, Gadong, BE3519, Brunei Darussalam
Phone: (+673) 244 8044 or (+673) 242 1258
Fax: (+673) 242 1258

Haz Fitness
Haz Fitness is dedicated to providing members with
a wide range of fitness equipment and a choice of
dance, fitness and spinning classes (for beginners,
intermediate and advanced level students). Get fit in
a welcoming environment with knowledgeable staff
who will assist you to achieve your fitness goals.
Location: Unit 1A, Block A, Sempurna Complex
Batu Bersurat, Bandar Seri Begawan, Brunei
Phone: (+673) 882 9980
Email: hazfitness@hotmail.com

BERAKAS
En Pointe Academy Of Dance
This dance school offers classes in contemporary,
classical and modern dance. En Pointe Academy
of Dance is the only dance school approved by the
Ministry of Education Brunei and is an approved
examination centre of the Royal Academy of Dance
(UK). This school offers courses from the Royal
Academy of Dance syllabus, from the Baby Ballet to
Vocational Courses in Dance, Contemporary Dance,
HipHop, Aerobics and Zumba Fitness.
Location: Unit 1 and 2, Citis Square,
Kampong Jaya Setia, Mukim Berakas
Phone: (+673) 866 7437
Email: enpointe.ad@gmail.com

Reebok CrossFit 673
(Please refer to CrossFit 673 Jerudong)
Location: No. 12 Spg 145 Jalan Pasir Berakas
Phone: (+673) 720 2530
Website: www.reebokcrossfit673.com
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Location: Lot 19990 Taman Alam Building, Spg 34,
Jalan Telanai, Kpg. Beribi
Email: info@getfitcrossfit.com
Website: www.getfitcrossfit.com

TruFitness Brunei
This spacious fitness centre spans three floors. It
has almost 100 types of cardiovascular equipment;
two well designed multi-purpose studios that can
be used for dancing, aerobics and other activities; a
lounge and a Cardio and Weights area. Feel free to
drop into TruFitness the staff will be happy to show
you around.
Location: Block A, Unit 07-10, Simpang 607-22,
Beribi, Gadong, BE1118 Bandar Seri Begawan, Brunei
Phone: (+673) 265 1888
Email: tru_fitness_brunei@mail.com

GADONG
Groove Studio Fitness & Gym
Groove Studio is committed to helping you get
results! Whether your goal is weight loss, toning up
or building muscle their professional trainers have a
fitness solution for you. They offer Personal Training
with experienced and qualified coaches and group
classes which include “authentic” Spin Classes,
Cardio and Strength training programs and Yoga. If
you want more personal and professional care, more
guidance and support; better service and results,
come in and see them today!
Location: No.22, 1st , No.21,2nd Floor, Bgn Haji Hassan II
Lot No.9781, Pengkalan Gadong (Menglait), KM3,
Jalan Gadong.
Phone: (+673) 886 2486 / (+673) 861 3429
Email: groovestudiobrunei@gmail.com
Website: www.facebook.com/groovestudiobrunei

Come in today and see what they have to offer.
Location: Unit 45 - 46, second Floor, Gadong Central,
Kg Sungai Gadong Menglait
Phone: (+673) 711 1307
Email: golden_gym_bru@live.com

Yogi Bliss Health & SPA Studio
Yogi Bliss Health & Spa Studio endeavours to offer
you a sanctuary of inspiration and well-being. There
are a variety of yoga classes to choose from that are
perfect for beginners and advanced students. The
exceptionally trained and experienced teachers are
committed to making sure that each student fully
understands the correct techniques used in the
practice of Yoga. Call them today to find out more.
Location: Spg 21, Block B, Unit 18, 2nd floor,
Gadong Menglait
Phone: Jac Fang (+673) 893 0886 /
Kristie Ying (+673) 887 3838
Email: germainefpy@hotmail.com
Website: www.seraphineyoga.blogspot.com

JERUDONG
Crossfit 673 Jerudong
CrossFit 673 Jerudong is a community of individuals
who are unified in their search for fitness. With
small classes of 10, the gym instructors encourage
members to constantly explore new movements
and to improve in various types of fitness programs.
Foundation classes are designed to gently introduce
CrossFit to individuals of all fitness levels. Their
spacious unit is well equipped and designed to help
you get the most out of your CrossFit workout.
Location: Units 1 & 2, Ground Floor, Simpang 508,
Jalan Jerudong, Jerduong Shopping Complex,
BG3122 Kampong Jerudong, Brunei
Email: info@crossfit673jerudong.com
Phone: (+673) 878 2084
Website: www.crossfit673jerudong.com

JERUDONG
Jerudong Park Medical Centre
(JPMC)
JPMC Fitness Centre promotes wellbeing as a
way of life. All of their facilities are designed to
encourage members to pursue a healthier lifestyle
in a challenging yet non-intimidating environment.
A high level of service is provided to make all
your visits an enjoyable experience. The Centre is
designed to accommodate everyone, irrespective
of age or fitness level. It offers an indoor badminton
court; swimming pool; aerobics and circuit training
and personal training.
Location: Jerudong Park BG 3122, Brunei Darussalam
Phone: (+673) 261 1433
Fax: (+673) 261 2461

KIARONG

Brunei Busiido BJJ
Conveniently located in Kiarong, Busiido BJJ
offers classes in Muay Thai, MMA, Brazilian
Jiujitsu, Judo, Karate, American Boxing and also
Strength Conditioning Sessions. Specially qualified
instructors and a well-equipped training facility
make this the ideal place for those wanting to learn
martial arts or to just get fit.
Location: Simpang 41-1-12 Jalan Kiarong
Kampong Kiulap
Email: bruneibjj@gmail.com
Phone: (+673) 811 0303
Website: www.facebook.com/BusiidoBJJ

Studio Scene Sdn Bhd
A dynamic dance school offering various disciplines
of dance and special health & fitness programmes.
Their teachers are all highly skilled and motivated,
with years of experience under their belts.
Location: Unit 7, Second Floor, Block C, Kiarong Complex,
Kg Kiarong
Phone: (+673) 245 4528
Website: www.studioscenebrunei.com

KIULAP
Advance Elite Fitness Brunei
Advance Elite Fitness is a Muay Thai, Wushu, KI and
Self Defense school that has a full state-of-the-art
gym and uses only the best gear and equipment.
We are open 7 days a week with a full array of
classes to accommodate any schedule and any
fitness level. Come in today and find out more about
our programs.
Location: Block B Floor 2 A1 Hau Man Yong Complex,
Jalan Kiulap, 1518 Bandar Seri Begawan, Brunei
Tel: (+673) 866 1133
Email: ctcalvintan@hotmail.com

KIULAP

SALAMBIGAR

Curve Fitness Studio

Yoga @ Jag Therapy Centre

Curves Fitness Studio offers a variety of classes
including pilates, yoga, high intensity interval

Jag Therapy Centre is a culmination of 30 years of
healing and helping. It was here that Yoga was first
brought to Brunei and made popular, long before the
art became fashionable. Currently, Yoga classes are
being taught by Arjun Urs who possesses an in-depth
knowledge of yoga and has practiced it for many
years. Basic, intermediate and advanced courses
are offered at the centre. Jag Therapy also provides
other therapies such as acupressure, aromatherapy,
herbology, nutrition and shiatsu.

training, TRX & circuit trainings
Location: Unit 5, 1st Floor, Block A,
Bangunan Hj Abdul Rahman Dan Anak-Anak, Kpg Kiulap.
Phone: (+673) 881 9206
E-mail: Curvesstudio.adm1@gmail.com

KUALA BELAIT & SERIA
Mumong Sports Complex
The Mumong Sports complex serves as the main
public venue for sports and recreational activities
in Mumong and the area around Kuala Belait. The
complex has a running track, a swimming pool ($1
admission), various sports courts and other facilities.
This is a government-sponsored centre, free to all
government staff.
Location: Mumong Sports Complex, KA1531 Kuala Belait

Nem Fitness Studio
Calling all ladies who want to get into shape! Nem
Fitness Studio is a ladies circuit gym and Dance
Studio offering various types of Aerobics and Dance
classes. Join them and get fit the fun way!
Location: Block 3, Unit A5, KB Industrial Area
Phone: (+673) 815 2353
Email: naemah_nemfitness@yahoo.com

Slimmers Fitness Studio
This is a fitness and slimming studio exclusively
for women. We offer a guaranteed weight loss
program for those who want to lose weight fast
and effectively. The program is personalised and is
supervised by a qualified and experienced dietician.
The package includes personalised exercise
programs and slimming treatments for faster inches
loss. They also offer aerobic classes for a fun and
high impact workout.
Location: Seria Plaza 2nd level, 2733 Seria, Brunei.
Phone: (+673) 322 0022
Email: slimmersfitness@hotmail.com

MADANG
Relentless Entertainment Studios

Location: No.6, ‘Padma Nilaya’, Simpang 701-39
Kg Salambigar, Jalan Muara BC1515,
Negara Brunei Darussalam.
Phone: (+673) 234 3128
Email: jagtherapy@gmail.com

TANJONG BUNUT
Max Fitness Gym
This gym mainly aims at training men who would
like to build muscle and mass or tone up. However,
women are also invited to try their training sessions.
Max Fitness Gym is equipped with strength training
and cardio machines; and spin bikes. They have
what you need to achieve better health and fitness.
Location: Unit 1, 1st Floor Block C, Hua Ho Complex,
Kg. Tanjong Bunut, Jln Tutong, Bandar Seri Begawan
Brunei and Muara District, Brunei Darussalam
Phone : (+673) 886 6271

Zumba Brunei @ Susan’s Fitness
Studio
Our goal is simple: We want you to want to work out,
to love working out, to get hooked. Zumba Fanatics
achieve long term benefits while having an absolute
blast. The routines feature interval training sessions
where fast and slow rhythms, and resistance training
are combined to tone and sculpt your body while
burning fat.
Location: Shophouse #1, 2nd Floor, Block C, Lot: 51181,
Tanjong Bunut, Jalan Tutong, BE2118
Bandar Seri Begawan, Brunei
Phone: (+673) 885 6766
Email: susanpang6626@gmail.com

For those fitness centres that we inadvertently omitted in this issue,
please email us at shaun@catalyst.com.bn. We will be more than
willing to publish your information in a future issue to promote your
fitness centre.

Established in 2008, Relentless Entertainment
Brunei is an entertainment and events management
company. It provides a venue where children,
teenagers and young adults can channel their energy
and time into a creative and productive dance and
entertainment programs. The company also gives
talented dancers and entertainers the opportunity to
receive free training and to travel overseas.
Location: Unit 32, 1st Floor, Block C,
Kompleks Madang, BC3715
Phone: (+673) 718 6225 or (+673) 824 3222
Email: relentless.brunei@gmail.com
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President: Mejar Talip Bin Haji Tahir
Phone: (+673) 881 8316

Brunei Darussalam National
Badminton Association
Mailing Address: P.O.BOX 2423
Bandar Seri Begawan BS8674
Negara Brunei Darussalam
President: Awang Haji Antin Bin Ahad
Phone: (+673) 222 1999

KM.1 Jalan Tutong , Bandar Seri Begawan BA1910,
Negara Brunei Darussalam
President: Awang Haji Haris Bin Haji Ibrahim
Phone: (+673) 889 9768 / (+673) 816 9149

Brunei Darussalam Boxing
Amateur Association
Mailing Address: P.O.BOX 564, Gadong BE3978, Negara
Brunei Darussalam
President: Awang Haji Abdul Wahab Bin Haji Tengah

Fax: (+673) 222 2803

Phone: (+673) 872 2638

Brunei Darussalam Basketball
Association

Brunei National Canoeing
Association

Mailing Address: P.O.BOX 88, Seri Kompleks

Secretary: Awang Ariffin Bin Haji Zainal

Bandar Seri Begawan BA1779
Negara Brunei Darussalam
President: Awang Goh Kim Tian
Phone: (+673) 244 8448
Fax: (+673) 244 8228

Posting Address: P.O.Box 1099, Pejabat Pos Gadong
BE3978
Contact: (+673) 888 8035 (Secretary)

Haji Mokhtar Puteh Bin Pengiran Haji Rajid

Phone: (+673) 238 0402 / 409 EXT 200 / (+673) 872 8995

Negara Brunei Darussalam
President: KOL [U] Pengiran Haji Kamalbashah Bin
Pengiran Haji Ahmad
Phone: (+673) 238 6440

Phone: (+673) 265 1144
Fax: (+673) 265 1144

Brunei Darussalam Petanque
Federation

Phone: (+673) 238 1205 / 873 5933

Negara Brunei Darussalam

Fax: (+673) 238 1205

President: LT. KOL [B] Pengiran Mohamad Noor Bin

Email: bdta@brunet.bn

Pengiran Haji Muhidi
Phone: (+673) 883 3991

Brunei Rowing Association
Location: D/A Pusat Optima Dan Kecergasan Awam,
Kementerian Pertahanan, Bandar Seri Begawan BA 1910,
Negara Brunei Darussalam

Brunei Rugby Union

Email: bruneichessfederation@hotmail.com

Mailing Address: STL/223

8811, Negara Brunei Darussalam

Brunei Darussalam Cue Sports
Association

Seria KB3435, Negara Brunei Darussalam

Location: Tingkat 7, Simpang 336-17

Phone: (+673) 2654462

Kementerian Kebudayaan, Belia Dan Sukan

Fax: (+673 3374900

Bandar Seri Begawan, Negara Brunei Darussalam
President: Dato Paduka Haji Jemat Bin Haji Ampal
Phone: (+673) 885 1166
Email: zafri2005@hotmail.com

Brunei Darussalam Cycling
Federation
Mailing address: P.O.BOX 25, Gadong BE3978, Negara
Brunei Darussalam
President: Awang Haji Rosli Bin Haji Mohiddin
Phone: (+673) 871 2468

Haji Putih Ibni AL- Marhum DYTM Pengiran Pemancha
Pengiran Muda Haji Muhammad Alam

Brunei Darussalam Kendo
Federation
Mailing Address: P.O.BOX 13, Salambigar BC1515, Negara
Brunei Darussalam
President: Pengiran Alimin Bin Pengiran Haji Metussin
Phone: (+673) 862 1686

Brunei Darussalam National Lawn
Bowls Association

Brunei Equine Association

Location: Tingkat 6, Jabatan Belia Dan Sukan

Location: D/A. Kementerian Hal Ehwal Luar Negeri

President: Awang Japar Bin Bangkol

Dan Perdagangan, Negara Brunei Darussalam
President: Dato Paduka Haji Abd Rahman Bin Haji
Mohiddin
Phone: (+673) 871 4722

Brunei Darussalam Fencing
Federation
Location: No.7, Stadium Negara Hassanal Bolkiah Berakas,

Yusof
Phone: (+673) 878 7178

Kementerian Kebudayaan, Belia Dan Sukan
Negara Brunei Darussalam
Fax: (+673) 238 0869

Brunei Darussalam Netball
Association
Location: D/A. RBA Sports Complex Jalan Lapangan
Terbang Lama Berakas, Negara Brunei Darussalam
President: Datin Paduka Hajah Intan Binti Haji Kasim
Phone : (+673) 890 2292
Fax: (+673) 234 3870

Complex
President: Pengiran Kamaruddin Bin Pengiran Haji Radin

Brunei Darussalam Karatedo
Federation

President: Yang Mulia Pengiran Anak Dato Seri Laila Jasa

Location: Tennis Centre, Hassanal Bolkiah National Sports

Bangunan Kementerian Kebudayaan, Belia Dan Sukan,

President: Awang Masri Bin Haji Shari

Brunei Shell Petroleum Co.Sdn Bhd

Brunei Darussalam Tennis
Association

Location: Tingkat 6, Jabatan Belia Dan Sukan

Fax: (+673) 238 1695

Deputy President: Awang Haji Zainoren Bin Haji Mohd
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President: Awang Haji Zaidi Bin Haji Md Daud

Phone: (+673) 238 0047
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Negara Brunei Darussalam.
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President: Yang Amat Mulia Pengiran Jaya Indera Pengiran

Mailing Address: P.O.BOX 877, Pejabat POS MPC

Phone: (+673) 872 2529

Bangunan Undang-undang dan Mahkamah-mahkamah

Jalan Muara BC1515, Brunei Darussalam

President: HRH Prince Haji Sufri Bolkiah

Brunei Darussalam Hockey
Association

President: Awang Haji Zainal Bin Haji Mohd Ali

Berakas, Negara Brunei Darussalam

Mailing Address: P.O.Box 139, Pejabat Pos Salambigar,

Negara Brunei Darussalam

Phone: (+673) 818 8318

Brunei Darussalam

Location: Pejabat Pendaftar Tanda-tanda Perniagaan

Location: No:11, Spg: 422, Kampong Lambak, Kanan,

Bandar Seri Begawan BB4313, Negara Brunei Darussalam

President: Dato Paduka Haji Yakob Bin Haji Ahmad

Mailing Address: P.O.BOX 343, SERIA KB1190, Negara

Location: Bilik no.4, Stadium Negara Hassanal Bolkiah,

Location: NFABD house, Jalan Pusat Persidangan

BB3577, Negara Brunei Darussalam

Brunei Chess Federation

Brunei Darussalam Boat Race
Association

Brunei Darussalam National
Taekwondo Association

Mailing Address: MPC P.O.BOX 998, Bandar Seri Begawan

his section highlights the Sports Organisations in Brunei. For more
information on the National Olympic Council of Brunei Darussalam please
visit www.bruneiolympic.org or email bdnoc@brunet.bn

Brunei Darussalam Amateur
Athletics Association

Brunei Darussalam Pencak Silat
Federation

Brunei Darussalam Golf
Association

ORGANISATIONS
IN BRUNEI

T

National Football Association Of
Brunei Darussalam

Phone: (+673) 886 5646

Location: No.41, 4th Floor, Britannia House, Jalan Cator BS
President: Dr Hj Kamaruddin Bin Dato Seri Paduka Hj Talib
Phone: (+673) 872 1442
Fax: (+673) 223 7315

Brunei Darussalam Sepak
Takraw Association

Location: No.22 Spg 177, Jalan 77, Rancangan
Perpindahan Lambak Kanan
Vice President: Awang Haji Mohd Noor Bin Haji Abd Hamid
Phone: (+673) 863 3368

Brunei Amateur Softball And
Baseball Association
Location: No.110, Jalan Tutong BA2111
President: Pehin Orang Kaya Pahlawan Bri.Gen. [B] Awang
Haji Jaapar Bin Haji
Phone: (+673) 871 3535

Brunei Darussalam Amateur
Swimming Association
Location: Kolam Renang, Kompleks Sukan Negara
Hassanal Bolkiah, Berakas BB4313, Brunei Darussalam
President: Pg Haji Shahminan Bin Psi Pg Haji Ismail
Phone: (+673) 871 0096

Brunei Darussalam Tenpin Bowling
Congress
Location: D/A. Studio Technical Manager, Radio Televisyen
Brunei, Jabatan Perdana Menteri
Vice President: [PMK. Yang Dipertua]: Awang Mahali Bin
Haji Abd Rahman and Awang Ismail Bin Haji Mohiddin
Phone: (+673) 222 3438 / (+673) 887 6929

Brunei Darussalam National
Volleyball Association
Location: Unit Kejurulatihan dan Pembangunan Sukan,
Stadium Negara Hassanal Bolkiah, Berakas
President: Awang Haji Wan Ramli Bin Haji Ibrahim
Phone: (+673) 862 9747

Brunei Darussalam National
Weightlifting Body And
Powerlifting Association
Mailing Address: P.O.Box 954, Gadong BE3978, Brunei
Darussalam
Deputy President: Awang Harun Bin Haji Ahmad
Phone: (+673) 244 8044
Fax: (+673) 244 7641 / (+673) 242 1258

Brunei Darussalam Wushu
Federation
Mailing Address: C/O. Riverview Hotel, KM.1 Jalan
Gadong, P.O.Box 900, Bandar Seri Begawan BE8671
President: Awang Ang Swee Chuan
Phone: (+673) 872 2722
Fax: (+673) 222 1909

For those sports organisations that we inadvertently omitted in this
issue, please email us at shaun@catalyst.com.bn. We will be more
than willing to publish your information in a future issue to promote
your sports organisations.

Brunei Amateur Table Tennis
Association
Mailing Address: P.O.Box 213, Gadong BE3978, Brunei
Darussalam
President: Awang Haji Damit Bin Haji Abd Rahman
Phone: (+673) 233 3278 / (+673) 874 5691
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The number of countries,
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Russia and USA, where

Bruneian

Maul Mornie

has travelled to in 2014
to hold seminars on

Silat Suffian Bela Diri,

a renowned version of
Bruneian martial arts.
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